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On Tuesday 22 January 2002, at the
Book Awards presentation
Whitbread
ceremony at the Whitbfead Brewery in
London, Philip Pullman received the Best
Book award, as well as the Best Chiletren's
Book Award, lor T1lfI Amber Spyglass, the first
time the overall Award has gone to a children's
author. Pullman wil receive £5 000 for winning
the chiklren's book 01 the year and another
£25000 for the overall prize. He was the clear
lavourite going into the judging - the bookies
Williarn Hill closed ils book M the competition
on the FOdaybeloreallera late lIurryol heavy
bets.
The book was thought the 'overwhelming
winner" by the judges, who took only two
minutes to make up their minds, according to
their chairman, Channel 4 news presenterJon
Snow. ·Pullman is in a league of his own. We
worried about whether the book could be
judged M its own. because you never escape
the feeling that ~ Is part 01 a huge wor\(. It Is a
superlative achievement, head and shoulders
above everything else we read.'
Pullman has also finally edipsed his great
rival J K Rowting and her Harry Poner stories
by writing the first children's book to take one
01 the big two literary awards. His victory is a
notable tumaround for a man who refused to
have ns first books entered in any book priz••
Pullman, SS, used to teach at Oxford's

King to quit
As reported just about eYeryMlere the worId's
best·selling genre novelist Stephen King is
thinking 01 caning it a day and bringing his epic
writing career to close. King has indicated in
past interviews that iI he ever lelt that he was
simply repeating himself then he would stop
publishing his work (if not necessarily stopping
wriling.) He does have several ongoing
projects that he will draw to a close before
putling down his pen including finishing the
last three volumes 01 the Dark Tower series
sornetimenextyear. There is also a new short
fiction collection due in March and his new
novel, Frame Buick Eighfdue later in the year,
although apparently this is the one that's
causing King 10 think again: "You get to a point
where you get to the edges of a room, and you
can go back and go where you've been and
basically recyde stuff. I've seen it in my own
1IIIIOrk. People, when they read &liCk Eight, are
PlQ to think Christine. Ifs about a car thaf.

not noonal, OK? You say, 'T\te said the things
that I have 10 say, that are new and fresh and
interesting to people.' Then you have a choice.
You can either continue to go M or say. 't len
when I was still on top 01 my game. I lell when
I was stiU holding the Dall, Instead of ~ holding
me.' I don't want to finish up like Harold
Robbins. [here relerring to the pulp writer who
started with well-reviewed works but later
suffered a crippling stroke ana ended his
career In steep dectlne.) That's my nightmare."
King very nearly gave up wriling before,
following the accident oMlere he was struck by
a Dodge minivan, bul loughl back using his
writing as therapy 10 pflXluce some his mosl
crillcally acclaimed wor\(loryears.
In a career spanning thirty years King has
produced more than sixty books including
novels (six novels under the pseudonym
RiChard Bachman). $hO(l stories, screenplays
and even an epCsoete of the X·F• . Twenty of

Don't Miss

Clouds over
Clarion blow over

The BSFAIScience Fiction Foundation prOldy
presents the free event 'Signs of U1e' M Sat
13th April at FrieoOs House, EustOll Road,

London, Guests are M John Harrison (in the
moming) and Gwyooth JOIles (in the
afternoon), and there will also be a discussion
panel and a BSFA vs SFF quiz. al Friends
House, Euston Roact, London 'Thrllling'DaveLanglordlnAnsible

News Items by Gary Wilklnson and Janllt
Barron

Since May 01 t999, the original Clarion
Science FICIlon Workshop held annualy at
Michigan State University has been under
threat. Now. following a review 10 determine
whether ~ is 01 value to the University, ar'ld
many glowing testimonials Irom e~-graduates
and teachers, the workshop has been saved,
Amelia Beamer. Assistant to the Director of
Clarion, has passed along word that the
Workshop is no longer in any danger from
lunding cuts. In lact, they now have direct
support from the MSU Provost's office

his tales have been made into films, some of
the results have been excellent, such as
Stand By Me. Misery and T1lfI ShBwshank
Redemption and some not so good like most
01 the rltSt... King once described himself as
the literary equivalent 01 a Big Mac and lries:
'11 I cannot horrily, I'll go lor the gross-out, I'm
not proud."

-

EDITORIAL-

CRvHAVOC
Unexpectedly and unplanned, this issue of
Ma/rix has developed a warlike theme. In the
real WOl1d the conllict in Afghanistan stutters to
a conclusion (l)ut there are rurTIOUfS 01 'Gull
War 11' jor later in the year...). The cinemas
over Christmas and into the New Year (and for
the nelll Christmases in aI w.:e/ilood) were
cIotJ'*lated by the War of the Ring. In the battle
of the lanlasy features the boy-wizard was in
the end soundty trounced by the fin!1'bearefS •
we bring you a review 01 Fellowship 01 the
Ringlaler in this iSsue. There is also a looItat
Farscapea science fiction television program
that leatures a lair amount of conllict that has
jusl come to the end of a superb third series.
We also have Glends Pringle on sI in
wergaming magazines and Stephen BallIer
asked whether Churchill was a sI lan. Plus
loads more 01 the usual. Don't forget to write or
enter our comps - now with 'big' prizes.
Ne~t issue I hand over to a very special
guest editor...
cheers,
G.~

M~TR'X
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Rowling exchanges rings while books burn
Harry Potler author J.K. Rowling married
anaesthetist Or Nail Murray lasl BOlling Day in

a private ceremony in their house in
Perthshire. Rowling's first marriage ended in
divorce and she began to write Ihe best-selling

Harry Potter books as a single mother in
Edinburgh while bringing up her daughter
Jessica.
Although hugely popular nol everyone is
pleased about the Harry Potter series. Around

the world a number ot 'Polter' book-bumings
have been organised. Typical was the
conllagration at a church in suburban
Pittsburgh where the congregation bumt Harry
Polter books, Disney videos including
Pinnoch;o and HercuJes, Pearl Jam and Black
Sabbath COs and literature trom other
religions such as the Jehovah's Witnesses,
purging their lives of things they felt stood
between them and their faith. "Our purpose
comes out of the Bible," commented the Rev.
George Bender of the Harvest Assembly of
God Church in Butler County. 'We read in the
Bible how people, aMer they received Jesus
Christ as their saviour, took things out of their
homes and bumed them. We believe that
Harry Poller promotes sorcery, witchcfaM-type
things, the paranormal, things that are against
God. That is really bad.' Judy Corman
spokeswoman for Scholastic, the publisher of
the books, replied on hearing the news that the
books are more about a child who feels
powerless in the world understanding that he

can take some control of his life. She said the
message sent by burning books is more
dangerous than any fable about sorcery could
be: 'I think burning books is shameful.'
Also a 'Harry Potter Hate Line' telephone
service has been set up in Austria offering
those sick of the boy-wizard a chance to vent
their spleen. "Get it off your chest, tell us how
much you hate Harry Polter," a recorded
message tells callers, before asking them to
leave their tirades after the tone. The line's
founder intends to turn the best messages into
a book.
Someone else trying to profit off the Polter
name is humorist Michael Gerber who has
written Barry Trotfer and the Unauthorized
Parody. The book will be sell-published after
magazine editors passed on angering Warner
Bros, the studio that owns the Harry Potter film
franchise. A parody in the tradition of Bored of
the Rings, Barry Trotter is also a comment on
commercialism, with a story about efforts to
stop a movie, produced by Barry's mortal
enemy, He-Who-Smells (the evil Lord
Valumart), about the famed School of
Hogwash. about efforts to stop a movie,
produced by Barry's mortal enemy, He-WhoSmells (the evil Lord Valumart). about the
famed School 01 Hogwash
Meanwhile speculation grows over the
publication date for the fifth Harry Poller book,
Harry Potter end the Order of the Phoenix. It
now looks likely that the new novel will be

delayed from the traditional July publication
date until the autumn. "We are not scheduling
a publication date until the book has been
written," said Rosamund dela Hey. sales and
marketing manager for children's books at
Bloomsbury. "In a perlect world it would be in
July, but we will wait until the manuscript is
d-eliveredbefore deciding on a date." There is
no indication when the author will submit the
~.

A worrying sign perhaps given the
previous, nOI so criticaily acclaimed, 'long'
Harry Potler novel. Even il Rowling has lost it.
the book will fly off the shelves as if
possessed.

Andromeda goes
dark
One of the most prominent independent sf
bookshops - Birmingham's Andromeda Book
Company - has closed. A notice on their
website reads "We are closing. AMer serving
our clients for over 30 years we have had to
make the decision that we cannot continue
and must look to disposing of our business."
There is also a plea lor someone to buy the
business asa going concern. See also Steve
Green's Checkpoint column on page 21.

-FLlCKER------------------Gary Wilkinson rounds up all that's happening in film and TV

EX-Files
The X-Files will finish after the end of its ninth
series, currently showing in the USA It is no
real surprise given that audience figures have
plummeted Ihisseries afler the departure of
David Duchovny's character and the
announcement by Gillian Anderson that she
will also be leaving and new stars Annabeth
Gish and Michael Patrick have not proved as
popular
Creator Chris Carter commented aMer a
meeting with Fox Network executives to
terminate the show: "Il's the ninth innings -we
wanted to go out strong.' The linal episodes
will be a lw<rpart special to be shown in May
on the Fox networl< in America. Carter claims
Duchonvyhas broken his vow never to return
and will appear in the last episode. "Davidwas
open to it and now the complication of trying to
get it done comes.' said Carter. "I just have to
make the show as interesting as possible-not
just lor David but lor the fans: The linal show
will tie up most of the series' loose ends but
leave some issues unanswered for another
film
The show began in '93 on Fox and went
on to become one of the key programs of the
'90s - popular and influential. Along with The
Simpsons it was one of the new network's first
successes, '1tput Fox on the map, plain and
simple and defined the network," said
Chairman Sandy Grashow

Wheadon in space
Josh Wheadon, the creator of Buffy the
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Vampire Slayer, is in talKs to produce a new
13 part series, Firefly. Set 500 years in the
future,the show revolves around the lives of
the crew of a small spaceship. "Il's not about
the people who make history - it is about fhe
people who history stepped on," Wheadon
said recently. "It's about their lives and their
struggles to keep their ship alive-as weil as
the search lor meaning in a veryda(\(place."
But no aliens: "They'll be scary-ass humansI can make people scarier than anything you
can put in latex."

Cameran gets wet again
James Cameron, director 01 The Abyss and
Titanic is going bacl< to the ocean to film
Fathom based on Michael Tumer's comic of
the same name featuring Aspen Matthews. a
marine biologist who discovers she has water
based superpowers.

Country Horror
Shooting had just finished on The Gathering,
directed by Brain Gilbert and starting Christina
Ricci. Set in the West Country the film was
actually shot in the Cotswolds, the Isle 01 Man,
and Elstree studios. Plot starts with the
discovery 01 a first century church with an
unusual mural. Ricei plays a hitchhiker,
stranded after a car accident who begins
having terrifying visions. Producer Marc
Samuelson is a big fan of the 'horrors' 01 our
countryside: "I've always wanted to make a
supernaturaJ thriller set in rural Britain because
so many of the most horrific examples come

from Britain: The wicker man, The Omen: The
Gafhering Should be in our cinemas later this
year.

Russian Remake
Director Steven Soderbergh and actor George
Clooney are planning to wor!< together again
on another remake after Oceans Eleven. This
time it is a new version of Soviet space epic
Solaris. Orginally directed
by Andrei
Tar!<ovsky, based on the novel by S\anislaw
Lem, a cosmonaut goes to a remote space
station to replace a dead colleague. He arrives
to find co-worl<ers driven insane by visions and
evidence of alien life. Not an obvious choice
for multiplex blockbuster, SoIarisis beloved by
'serious' critics but very very slow. However
this version is funded by James Cameron's
Lightstorn Entertainment with a rumoured
hetty budget so expect plenty of special effects
and a rewed up plot

DiCaprio and a half
After playing twins in The Man in the Iron Mask
DiCaprio is to do it again in Johnny Eck the
biography of one of the stars of the notorious,
Tod Browning directed, Freaks- a 'horror' film
set in a circus freak-show that used
prolessional 'Ireaks' for some 01 its roles.
Johnny Eck, real name Eckhardt, was bom
without the bottom half 01 body. He learned to
walk on his hands and went on have a
successful and lucrative career on the freak
circuit, managed by his normai twin. The film is
being written by Edward $cissomands scribe,

Locus meta-data shows
best books of 2001

Golden age
electronic

Book of the year 2001, according 10 an

Author Douglas

informal survey of sources by Locus Online.
was Nail Gaiman's American Gods, which hit
the lop slot no less than ten times. including
placings by data from AmaZOfl.oom, the San

Rankine) and his son, John R Mason. are
republishing his back catalogue of novels in
e-book 'ormat. This consists of about 42 works
from the 1960s and 70s (the 'Golden Age' 01
British
Science
fiction).
See
www.goldenapple.u-nel.com. The publications
will include material never seen belore, such
as Forgotten Rocket (pub. 15th Feb 2002).
This was never originally published - being
used instead for the Space 1999 original
novel, Phoenix of Megaron (John Rankine).
While the plot line is basically the same
(without the 1999 characters) it was mostly
re-wrinen when changed to Phoenix. Buffs can
make their own comparisons

Francis<;o Chronicle and tha Washington Post.
Among other books named besl-of-the-year by

various sources: Jonathan Carroll's The
Wooden Sea, Stephen King and Peler
$traub's Black House, Maureen F. McHugh's
Nekropolis, China Mieville's Perdido Street
Station, Kage Baker's The Grnveyard Game.
Clive Barker's CoIdheat1 Canyon, John M.
Ford's
The Last Hot
Time,
King's
Dreamcatcher. Ursula K. le Guin's The Other
Wind, Connie Willis' Passage, and Terry
Pratchett's The Thief of Time.

sf

goes

R. Mason (a.k.a. John

Awards round up
2001 Philip K. DiCk Award finalists are:

The Arthur C Clarke Award finalists are:

Compass Reach, Mark W. Tiedemann
(Meisha Merlin); Divine Intervention, Ken
Wharton (Ace Books); The Ghost Sister, Liz
Williams (Bantam Spectra); In the Company
of Others, Julie E. Czemeda (DAW Books)
Meet Me In the Moon Room, Ray Vukcevich
(Small Beer Press): Ship ot Fools, Richard
Paul Russo (Ace Books)

Pashazade, Jon Courtenay Grimwood
(Earthlight); Fallen Dragon, Peter F Hamilton
(Macmillan); Bold as Love, Gywneth Jones
(Gollancz); Secret of Life, Paul McAuley
(Voyager); Mappa Mundl, Justina Robson
(Macmillan);
Passage,
Connie
Willis
(Voyager)

The results will be announced on March 30,
2002 at Norwescon 25 at the Doublelree
Seaftle Airport Hotel, SeaTac, Washington

Caroline Thompson. No news on a director as
yet though Tim Burton would be the obvious
choice.

Legendary
Rumours of a remake of I am Legend have
rumbled on since the early ninties with Tom
Cruise, Mel Gibson, Ridley Scolt and Amold
Schwarzenegger aMched ot the project and
many scrpt rewrites. last heard of aftached to
The X·Files movie director Rob Bowman it's
now in the hands of Michael Bay and Will
Smith. First filmed as The Omega Man with
Charlton
Heston,
based on
Richard
Matheson's novel, I am Legend is a bleak
drama about the last man on earth who is
besieged night after night by vampires,
Apparently Bay wants to play it down and not
produce a wide-screen booming special
effects-riddled monster (like his other films)
and
words
like
'character
driven',
'introspective', 'real', 'gritty' have been heard
about the project, which apparently revives a
dark script by The Cell's writer Mark
Protosevich. Bay and Smith are currently
pitching 10Wamer Bros.

Hell!
It looks like Nicolas Cage is possibly finally to
play a 'superhero' but he is swappingspandex
for a trench coat to star as the eponymous
hero of Constantine. The character was
originally created by Alan Moore in Swamp
Thing but the occult magician investigator,
John Constantine, went on to star in his own
series,HeJlblazer.HoweverexpectLiver~

The winner will be announced In a ceremony
al the SCience Museum,London, on Saturday
la May.

born Constanline to be Americanised (or the
plot to bare much relation to the long-running
comic serres). And it does not IlXlK good that
the project's 'irst director Tarsem Singh (The
Cel~ has just walked for budgetary reasons
Cage (real name Nfcolas Coppola) has
been yearning to play a comic character for
years, even take his stage name Irom Marvel
Comic's Luke 'Power Man' Cage

Branagh back to school
Kenneth Branagh has been cast as the vain
and preening teacher 01 Defence Against the
Dar!< Arts, Gilderoy Lockhart in Harry Pot/er
and the Chamber of Secrets, The rest of the
cast have cootinued on Irom the first IiIm along
with director Chris Columbus

Double Dredd
Okay, the film was not that bad, but Judge
Oredd sunk like a stone at the box office - not
helped by the perlormance of Sly "I am da
law!" Stallone. Now Shoreline Entertainment
are having another go. They are working
closely with 2OQOAO which has gone form
strength to strength after being taken over by
computer games company Rebellion. "We are
reinventing the franchise by taking it back to
the edge and style of the original comic book:
Shoreline partner Morris Ruskin commented.
They are planning - as with the Matrix sequels
- to shoot two 'ilms back-to-back on a low to
mid level budget of £2Om for both. Oredd
Reckoning will see the lawman plagued by
sell-doubt, both for himsell and the system he
serves, after being convicted on a false charge

The colour out of space
We now know the true colour of the universeapparently it's somewhere between 'pale
turquoise
and
medium
aquamarine'.
Astronomers at John Hopltins University have
lound the colour by looking at over 200,000
galaxies. Combining the light gave a spectrum
with a peak in the blue part of the spectrumbecause 01 the large number of young stars
burning hydrogen ~ and another in the red due to the glow 01 older red giants burning
heavier elements. To the unaided human eye,
which is not equally sensitive to all
wavelengths 01 light, this combines to a pale
green. (Unfortunately Matrix can only give you
black and white but if you have a comptJter
handy the red-green-blue values you will need
are 0.269, 0.388 and 0.342)
Researchers have put their 'colour' to
practical use. The spectra of galaxies can be
used to revel their history of star formation.
However this is the first time anyone has
calculated a spectrum for enough galaxies to
be representative of the whole universe. It was
thought that star formation in the universe was
slow to start with, peaked around six billion
years ago, and has tailed off towards the
present day, However this would have
produced a redder 'colour' than is seen,
because more old red stars Irom the early
universe would still be around. Astronomers
now believe star formation peaked at one to
two million years after the Big Bang. Then the
universe was mainly blue, due to the large
number of young stars, but it's now 'greening'
out and will turn red as stars age over the next
five biilion years.

and taken to the prison on Titan. Possession
sees Judge Death wanting to exterminate the
whole population of Megacity One with only
Psi Judge Anderson to stop him. The films are
not fully scripted yet and there will probably be
involvement by Dredd's original creators'
writer john Wagner and artists Carlos
Ezquerra. However ~ has been written into all
the cootracts that Dredd will NOT be taking his
helmet off. Possibly follow-ups include a
television series and a Strontium Dog film

End in sight?
It's rumoured that where soon be a movie
adaptation 01 Arthur C. Clarke's novel
Childhood's End. In Clarke's 1953 novel the
arrival of a fleet Of giant alien spaceship
heralds the transformation of mankind into rts
next stage of evolution. Kimberley Peirce
(Boys DoM CIJ1 is said to be in 'final talks'
over the adaptation with Universal.

Fourth Jones for Ford.
Whilst being interviewed at the Golden Globes
award ceremony Steven Spielberg, Kate
Capshaw and Harrison Ford confirmed that
there will be a fourth lilm in the tndiana Jones
series. Spielberg said that it would become his
main priority just as soon as he's finished
filming Catch me if you Can. The film
apparently does have a title, but Spie!berg is
keeping it under wraps for now. Harrison is
returning as Jones, co-staring with Kate
Capshaw (who is now Mrs Spielberg) reprising
her role 01 Wille Seon, the night-club singer
Continued on page 6
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No Carpenter
connections
19oomg the advice 01 Andrew M Butler, Adam
Roberts' third ooveI, IolIowingon from 5aJtand
On wil not be Precincf 13 but Stone. (Bulltlal
slill makes 5.0,5... ) Stone, published by
GoIlancz wiU appear in July and according to
Aoberts: "It's a sort 01 whodunit, set in a lar-

fulure interstellar Utopia. The narrator is
employe<ftomurderlhe population of an entira
planet. and whilst accepting this commIssion
tries to discover who is behind the request; in
other words he is oolh the whodunit 'murderer'
(in that he commits the crime) and the
vmodlJl'lil 'detective' (in ItIaI he is trying 10
uncover who is reaIy behind !he aime)." See
Roberts web page at www.adamroberts.com

for more delails.

Spock's theatre
A 200 seat theatre is being built in honour of
Leomad Nin'loy, 5pock on the original series of
Star Trek. The Lnderground theatre is part of a
three-year construction pro;ect at LA's Griffith
Observatory. Nimoy and his wife have deflOUld
$1m to the expansion pro;ect. "By observing
the sky and pondering our place in the
universe, people gain a new perspective on
life." He commented. The theatre will be used
as a lecture room 'or school groups and for
media evenls. The art deco Griffith
observatory was originally built in 1936 and
featured in two episodes of Star Trek: Voyager
and was used as a backdrop in films Rebel
Withouta Csuseand The Tenninator.

"He's dead, Jim"
A wort\ing version of a Start Trek gadget, as
used by Of 'Bones' McCoy, has been created
by scientists at the iJl'Wersity of Sussex at

Brighton. They have devised a super sensor
whiCh can monitor a patients heartbeat or
brain waves from up to three leel away is
being acclaimed as a revc:"ution in remote
medical testing, a vast Improvement on
conventional electrocardiographs. Pro'essor
Terry ClarXe said, 'Vole will be able to produce
much better Images then have ever been
achieved before." However It will not be seen
in a British hospllai for several years yet. No
news yel wtlethef it has big ltashing lights as
the in the lelevision version.

ConhnuBd from page 5

TV Moebiu5
Celebrated science fiction and fantasy artist

Moeblus is to write and direct a brand new
animated series for France's Channel 2.
Moebius is a legend in lhe comics wor1ds.
heavily influential, producing mud! acclaimed
work such as Angel Claw, and regular
COfltributioos to Heavy Metal magazine over
the years. He also produced one of the
segmBf1ts of the 1981 Heavy Metal movie and
did eoncepl artwork for various si film projects,

~~::eIM~~Z~

and there will be Ioorteen episodes, each

approximately three and a half mi~es long.
No news as yet to wtlether there will be an
EngUsh language or subtitled version or will
appear this side 01 the cnanl"l8l, Keep your
lingers crossed lor one 01 Channel Four's
enimalionseasons.

She's Back
Previously she said no but apparently actress
Unda Hamilton will now be retuming to as
5arah Connor for the third in ThB Terminator
series. The Terminator himself. ArnoId
SChwarzenegger, recently COflfirmed that
Hamilton would be bacJ( 10 reprise her role as
the mother 01 John Conner, targeted for
assassination in the sequel. However it looks
like it will not be a slafring role.
SChwarzenegger commented: "She is coming
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Between Jdy 29'" to Aug 'J" inclusive, The
Arvoo Foundalion. Writing Science Fiction'
course, will include lips on writing and
manuscript promotion from two writers who
have both been shortllsted 'or the Arthur C
ClarXe Award. AOam Roberts, (San, and On),
and Justina Robson, (Silver SCreen and
Mappa Mundi )Invile participants 10 atten~ who
want to explore the process of completmg a
full piece of worX 'rom start to finish including
the process 01 agenVedilor submissions, The
Arvon courses take place over a worIdng weell:
in picturesque surroundings. This workshop is
at Lumb Bank ... YOI1cShire, an 18"centuIY m~1
owner's house surrounded by counlryside.
Course fees are £385. and food is induded.
though participants will share cooking and
load preparation of evening meals. For more
information contact IbankOarvonfoundalion.
org, telephone 01422 843714 or see
www.al.VOfllotnclation.Ofg.

,_
Bank

Roberfs Stone

who screamed a 101, horn Indiana Jones and
the TtKrIpM of Doom. JUSI keep Short Round
out 01 it

Tips from Clarke-tipped
duo

badl.,bulasapaslexperience,notdriWlgthe
current S10ry forward. She's in ftashbacks. I
think director Jonalhan Mostow felt ~ke ne
didn't wanl to have the exact same cast and be
limited in the story. Jonathan was very
adamanl1tlat he wanted the kid [John ConnerJ
now 10 be 22 or 23, the mother has died, and
ler.!! move on, ler.!! have him be on his own,
lel's let him have a girlfriend.'

Second Roll of the Dice
A sequel to Jumanji looks likely. Producers
have optioned zaltwra, a torth-coming book by
original Jumanji author Chris Van Allsburg.
This time, inslead of ;ungle animals being
summoned by 8 magical game it will be alien
monsters coming out of the walls. No news if
any of the original stars. including Robin
Wdliams and Klrsten Duns!, are interested.

'Cop Comeback
Robocop director Paul Verhoeven nes
announced plans to bring the cyborg cop back
to life. Verhoeven made the original film back
In 1987 staring Peter Wellar as the metal
Judge Dredd. Two sequels by olher directors
(one not too bad, the other very very bad) and
8 television series loIlowed. Now the DutCh
director wants to bring Weller back for a 'real'
sequel. Apparently he has a 95-page petilion
collected by an internel fan sile 10 help
convince MGM to back the proiect. Verhoeven
commented: "About four weeks ago I was
having lunch with Ed Neumeier, writer of
Robocop and StatShiP Troopers. and during
OUt convefS8bon we got into Robocop again
and we both fet! that it would be interesling 10
do someltlng again, especiaIy that we are

now 15 years later in tme. I would not redo the
first one. I would probably do a sequel. the first
real sequel.l think if you wefe to do it now you
would have 10 rellect the WOf1d we live in now.
I would start from scralch and find an
innovative slory, that would satisfy all the
people that are basically longing, like me, for a
good sequ41l.'

Woof
Dog SokJiers (billed as 'Six Soldiers. Full
Moon. No Chance.') is a new British movie
from Noel Gay, the guy behind lhe forthcoming
Red Dwarf f~m, A group 01 soldiers led by
Sean Pertwee are attacked by a band of
wefewotves in SColIanct. The soIdiefS are on
an exercise with no live arTWnOOitions so have
to rely on pMWve weapons. !hen they find out
they were meant 10 be attacked... Dog
Soldiers is directed by first·time produced by
Christopher F.gg who brought us the HelJrai5er
series and features the worX of make-up and
effects veteran Bob Keen (who also WOt1«Id on
the Hellraisor lilms) and should be released
next year.

Pitstop Starts
With the anticipation 'or SCooby Doo growing,
Warner Bras is planning another adaptation 01
a Hanna Barbera cartoon - The Perils of
PeneJope Pitstop. A spin-off 'rom Wacky
Races. the eponymous heroine would
outsmart her nemesis The Hooded Claw eYeIY
weelc.. Reese Wilherspoon is tipped 10 lake the
wtIeet as Pitstop wtiIsI Brenl Spner, the manmachine lrom Star Trekis tipped as The Claw.

-SITTING IN THE

DARK--------------

"ONE RING TO RULE THEM ALL. ....
Gary Wilklnson quests for Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring
Right, lels gets this out of the way. The Fellowship of the
Ring is the greatest film I have ever seen. I have thought
long and hard about this, and there are many other films
that are its equal or better in other ways, but as a fantasy
film, as a sIx extravaganza, as a wide·screen epic nothing gets close. It's a perfect movie.
We've come a long way since Jaws launched the 'event
movie'. the blockbusters that simultaneously revived
cinema but also dumbed it down. All the 'big' films became
more juvenile as they sought the new core teenage
audience. For how long have we had 10 accept utter rubbish
which cost the GNP of small country? How long has the
hype been just empty words? Each recent film in the Bond
series has been a lame photocopy of the last one. The first
Indiana Jones film was like a breath of fresh air but the
sequels were just rubbish. All of the Star Wars films, post
Empire, are tiresome drivel. And remember 'CGI summer'
with Godzilla, Lost in Space... actually, better not. Even
supposedly 'adult' blockbusters like Titanic are just kid's
films dressed up in baggy grown-up clothes. Dumbed down
empty rubbish - all of them. But you keep going, just hoping
to be blown away, just once, like when you first saw Star
Wars. But then one guy on the other side of the world
shows how it all can be different.
At first I was worried - dark screen, voice over, then the
making of the One Ring: and it's all those cliches you've
seen a million times before, the bright yellow flowing matten
metal, the beating of hammers on anvils - it's Conan! But
then the camera sweeps over the first banle scene with
about a million characters on screen - the downfall of
Sauron and the loss of his ring - and for a while I just stop
breathing... this is true cinematic magic. Then we come to
Bag End and it's just delightful (well okay you are going to
think of the Tellytubbies, but only for a second.) And until
now I didn't even like Lord of the Rings all that much! As a
young teenager I found it hard to get through the trilogy only finishing it on my third serious attempt (although on my
penultimate effort I was overtaken by the rather good BBC
radio series).
There cannot be many people reading this who don't
know the plot, but just in case: Sauron (the bad guy) looses
his ring and is, temporarily, defeated. In the prologue the
hobbit Bilbo finds the ring and takes it home with him. Years
pass and Sauron begins to regain power. The wizard
Gandalf persuades Bilbo to give the ring up; it must be
destroyed if Sauron is not to become all-powerful. The ring
is entrusted to Bilbo's nephew Frodo who, eventually
accompanied by a 'fellowship' of representatives of all the
good people and races of Middle Earth, has to take it into
the heart of the enemy's territory and cast the ring into the
volcano of Mount Doom, where is was first forged.
Peter Jackson has risked annoying purists by tinkering
with the book. Even at three hours he cannot fit everything
in. And compare to Harry Potter - good, but perhaps by
being too close 10 its source material meant that it did not
quite achieve its potential. Fellowship is very much
Jackson's own film because thankfully, he's excised most of
the twee bits (the folderol songs and rm B"mb'd'lI) which
infest the first volume of the trilogy to produce a film that is
more epic in tone like the latter parts of the series. However

there is room for some well-timed humour ("No-one tosses
a dwarf!~) - but this is real humour, the sort of humorous
remarkes adults make, not the goofy kid-friendly slapstick
that spoils many a blockbuster.
Jackson has always been an inventive director, his
career starting with the low-budget horror/comedy Bad
Taste- one 01 the finest beer and pizza movies ever made.
He went on to make a couple more films in a similar vein
(Muppets with drugs in Meet the Feebles and zombie
splatterfest Braindeadj then surprised everyone with
Heavenly Creatures - a quirky dark drama about two very
close friends and their strange fantasy life. What he
managed to achieve in those early films with low budgets
has put him in an excellent position for Fellowship. Basically
this movie raises sfx to a new level. Jackson's camera
sweeps wide over the New Zealand landscape then swirls
seamlessly over his new creations, through the mines of
Moria, over Mordor, around the towering Isangard (then
down and down into Saruman's new mines). The huge
set-piece battle sequences, were co-ordinated by a new
computer system, MASSIVE, that gave each of the CGI orc,
elf or human combatants individual intelligence, to attack
the nearest enemy in their view with tactics that depend on
each species then fall if killed. That's Why these scenes look
so real (unlike The Mummy Retums) and not over-eluttered
messes (lucas take note). As well as the epic Jackson also
keeps the drama at a human level. We plunge right into the
heart of each battle with swords clashing and arrows
zipping past the characters (and our) heads - this is real
warfare not the fancy fake duelling of the later Star Wars
films. The costumes and make-up are brilliant, with the
actors apparently not washing their hair when appropriate
and likewise the set design creates a lived-in look that make
us believe that Middle Earth is real place. The acting is
excellent - so many of the actors exactly right for their roles.
McKellen basically is Gandalf bringing real humanity to the
role. At first I though Elijah Wood was too fey for Frodo but
he later gives real steel to the character as he becomes
weighed down by his burden. lan Holm is a superb Bilbo,
happy yet at heart tragic, with his nagging addiction to the
ring (watch for his bugging eyes!). Sean Bean is perfect as
the determined but flawed Boromir - a complex character
that Bean turns into a real person. And Christopher lee as
Saruman ... when I first heard he was not to be Gandatf I
was disappointed but now I think who else could have
played Saruman so brilliantly, bringing the dark charisma to
a role that lee has exploited so many times before? another career high. I'll single these few out but there is not
another role in the movie that is not superbly cast.
And I could go and on - so much of Fellowship is just so
excellent (Ihe fiery eye of Sauron, the nazgul, the balrog,
the wizards duel, the orks ...) If only somebody could make
a sf film just half as good this one. They were trailing Attack
0/ the Clones belore Fellowship but it will have to be about
a billion times better than Phantom to even get close. I
cannot rearry see that happening. It might only be January
but I think I've already seen my film of the year, I won't say
the decade because we've got The Two Towers and The
Return of the King coming ..
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-CORUSCATING D I S K S - - - - - - - - - - - - - EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK
Gary Dalkin watches, and listens fa, Nosferalu, eine Symphonie
Rapidly following Eurkea's two disc set in January 2001 and
Dark Vision's single disc issue last Autumn this is the third
UK DVD release of the original 1922 Nosferatu (the first, if
un-official, film of Dracula). I'm not going to review the film
itself, as surely everyone here knows about it by now.
Suffice to say it is a landmark in cinema history and needs
to be seen at least once by anyone who claims to be
remotely serious about film.
I have nol seen the other two OVD sets, but this version
has much to commend it. Principally it is SUbstantially
restored and has a new score composed in 1997 by James
Bernard, the very talented British composer for whom
Matrix ran an obituary by David Wishart in issue #152.
Bernard was the compositional talent behind Hammer's
1958 Dracula, as well as many other horror, fantasy and sf
productions from that studio.
Bernard fulfils the promise of the film's sub-title, offering
if not 'A Symphony of Horrors', then something akin a very
extended symphonic poem. This being a 'silent' film it is of
course anything but, and Bernard's music plays
continuously. In this form of cinema it is almost entirely
incumbent upon the score to provide atmosphere and forge
and emotional connection with the audience. Bernard
succeeds wonderfully well, crafting a folk-like lyric melody
for the heroine and a four note theme following the syllables
of her nemesis' name. Which is to say the vampire's theme
sings 'Nos-fer-a-tu' in a manner clearly echoing Bernard's
triad 'Dra-cu-Ia' so familiar from the Hammer movies about

WhO'S thal coming up the stairs?
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des Grauens
this particular Count. While this is obviously deliberate it is
also disconcerting on one level. Of course it binds together
the whole history of vampire cinema from beginning to
present - (in 1998 Bernard scored a feature-length
documentary about Universal's classic horror movies, which
of course include a Dracula cycle) -- but it also inevitably
makes us call to mind cinema which when Nosferatu was
made lay decades in the future. We can not through this
score re-create in our living rooms an impression of how the
film might have sounded to audiences on its original
release, something the addition of a second audio track
containing a more ~authentic" alternate score could have
provided. Nevertheless, Bernard does draw upon aspects of
the somewhat middle-of-the-road orchestral film score style
of the time, mixing this writing with his more familiar horror
textures. Despite these slight reservations it's a fine piece of
work.
Several things distinguish this DVD issue. The original
tinting has been restored to the print, such that day scenes
are brown and night scenes have a blue cast. Essential
given the night scenes were shot day-for-night, and so
when presented untinted appear to show the vampire count
wandering around in broad daylight! This is apparently the
first time on any home format that the correct tinting has
been restored. Further, the print has been more
conventionally restored somewhat, though not fully and
there are still numerous evidences of damage such as lines,
scratches and variations in brightness. Though this is
nothing more than one would expect
of a film of this vintage and the result
is
perfectly
acceptable.
Most
importantly, around 15 minutes of
footage has been reinstated, greatly
expanding on the cut American
theatrical print usually shown on
television. Among the restored
material is a whole subplot involving a
lynch mob and a wild chase which has
been entirely deleted from every
version I have previously encountered.
Finally, the disc includes a 23
minute
programme
in
which
Christopher Frayling talks in some
depth about various aspects of the
film. Without the least pretension the
writer
offers
some
interesting
background and insights. The disc
also includes text biographies of
Bernard and director Murnau, and a
DVD-ROM only essay on the
restoration of the print. Highly
recommended, though if possible you
may wish to examine the two previous
DVD issues as well. It's worth noting
that the 1979 remake starring Klaus
Kinski and Isabelle Adjani has also
recently been issued on a 2DVD set
containing both the English and
German versions of the film.

ON FLIES THE BIRD.•.
Mark Greener looks at the recent output of cult rockers Hawkwind
Since the 19605, SF, horror and fantasy have been
link is a bit ropy, but you can hear Moorcock enjoying
entangled in an on-off love affair with rock music. For mosl
himself.
of that time, one band, more than any other. characterised
Music has long been a central theme in Moorcock's
the state of the affair: Hawkwind. And more than 30 years
oeuvre. So perhaps it was inevitable that, Moorcock, then
after Hawkwind first spread its wings, the bird flies on,
living in the same part of London as Hawkwind. would
musically as strong as ever.
collaborate on several records. Indeed, Moorcock's band For a generation, Hawkwind musically embodied a
The Deep Fix - largely manned by members of Hawkwind
counter-culture temperament, which pervaded New Wave
and High Tide (another psychedelic rock band) produced,
writers in New Worlds, underground comics and
for me, the ultimate SF concept album with 1975's New
performance art. And like many artists from the late 60s and
World's Fair. Long a collector's item, New World's Fair was
early 70s, Hawkwind drew heavily on SPs and fantasy's
re-released on CO, with some additional tracks, in 1995. It's
images, metaphors and narratives 10 comment on
a stunning, complex record that still, sends a shiver down
contemporary society. Indeed, some of their best-known
the spine, more than two decades after I first heard it. I can't
tracks directly derive from sf and related novels:
recommend New World's Fairtoo highly.
Steppenwolf, Fahrenheit 451 and
Despite Hawkwind's continuing
Damnation alley, for example. They
artistic success, some of their best
even released two full-length records
moments came when they worked
- Warrior on the Edge of Time and
with the poet, writer and performance
Chronicles of the Black Sword (the
artist - he was never just a singer Bob Catvert. The recent release of
latter in live and studio versions) based on
Moorcock's eternal
Atomhenge 76 (2000) shows Calvert
champion sequence.
at close to his best, on tracks like
Steppenwolf, Uncte Sam's on Mars
Even today, Hawkwind evoke a
passion among their fans that few
and, again, Sonic Attack. (As you've
bands from their generation match.
probably guessed, Sonic Anack,
And when you consider that
written by Moorcock, appears on
Hawkwind formed over 30 years ago,
several Hawkwind COs - and even
such
sustained
passion
is
has one named after it. It's one of
remarkable.
II's
even
more
their signature songs; more so than
remarkable given that Hawkwind's
the better-known Silver Machine. Yet
music has evolved considerably since
despite numerous reworkings it
their psychedelic-rock roots. They
remains a vibrant and fresh.) In parts,
don't just churn out the same tired
Atomhenge 76 sounds more like a
versions of Silver Machine or the
bootleg than a professional recording.
banned single Urban Guerrilla. They Onesmallsrepforabafl{/
But It captures Hawkwind's live
constantly rework old classics - often radically.
essence as well as, but differently to, Yule Ritual.
Inevitably, such re-workings could alienate some
Sadly, Calvert died in 1988. A couple of posthumous
COs have been released, most recently Revenge (1999) a
listeners who want the songs of their youth to remain the
same. But it ensures Hawkwind's music remains fresh. One
collection of four demos. However, some of the best Calvert
recent release - In Your Area (2000) - offers a case in point.
tracks are on a website (www.doremLco.uk). The site is run
The CD opens wilh a heavy version of the classic
by Steve Pond, who played with Calvert and the wonderful
Brainstorm. But it's intertwined with the reggae-influenced
Inner City Unit formed by Hawkwind's one-time saxophone
track, In your Area, before returning to Brainstorm. They
player Nik Turner. Pond posted tracks recorded at a gig in
take a similar approach with Love in Space, interspacing it
Carlisle in November 1986, just after Calvert played the
with Rat Race, another heavily reggae-influenced track.
Queen Elizabeth II hall in London (captured on a live CO).
And it works - along with some other re-recordings of some
In particular, the version of Quark, Strangeness and Charm
older tracks on the CD - spectacularly well.
is the best 01 any version I've come across. It deserves a
More recently, Yule Ritual (2001) showed that Hawkwind
professional CO release.
remains a potent live band. Hawkwind are always at their
(While you're there, check out the Inner City Unit tracks.
best live. And Yule Ritual encapsulates their energy. Again
It's a crime ICU aren't better known. They sound like a
they rework some classic tracks including, High Rise (based
mutation formed between Hawkwind and punk, with a
on the Ballard novel), Sonic Attack, Hurry on Sundown heavy dose of humour. All their tracks are available on
originally recorded on their first LP • and Spirit of the Age,
www.doremi.CO.uk as MP3s. Do yourself a favour and
one of the most telling SF narratives in any media.
check the site oul. ICV's Punkadelic remains one of my
Hawkwind probably release more live recordings than
lavourite LPs 01 all time.)
anyone else. However, Yule Ritual is essential listening.
Over the last 30 or so years, Hawkwind become
And a colossus from the SF woOd makes a special guest
something of a legend for rock and SF fans alike. And they
appearance. Yule Ritual includes two contributions from
remain a vital, creative band, still looking, musically, at the
Moorcock, live from his home in Texas. Moorcock recites
stars. For once, the reality lives up to the legend.
Warrior at the edge of time and Sonic Attack. The phone-
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-GOGGLEBOX - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "FRELL!"
Gary Wilkinson swears by the third series of Farscape

Farscape kind of sneaked up on me. I always
thought it was a good program but not the sort,
like Buffy or The Sopranos, were it's a tragedy of
major importance if you miss an episode. There
were some interesting arc episodes, but far too
many were 'monsters 01 the week' to showcase
the efforts 01 the Henson creature shop. The
dialogue was clever with Crichton's Earth
reference non sequiturs and the alien words that
slipped past the 'translator microbes' (Bablefish
by another name) like ams for hours and the
ubiquitous swearword: 'frail!'
However halfway through the third season
(well actually the episode: 'Scratch 'n' Sniff which we'll get back to later) the program seemed
10 change for the better. Suddenly I realised that
this was far more than just a good sf program,
this was a fantastic sf program, potentially one of
the best ever.
For all its special effects and mad plots
Farscape is essentially a character-based show.
And what characters! Helped by some truly
superior acting these are some of the most
different and memorable sf characters we have
had for years, a long way from the stuffed-shirts
of Star Trek. Whilst most obviously space
operatically heroic, they are also believably
flawed and can be petty, affectionate, selfish and
giving. They are also commendably consistent,
and both bear grudges and remember debts and
develop in meaningful ways. Also the directors
are not afraid to let the actors improvise and
contribute in other ways. (Ben Browder, who
plays Crichton, coined the nickname 'Pip' for
actress Gigi Edgley which has now carried across
to her character, Chiana, in the program).
The third series started off okay, but the
.
. ., . ,
'resurrection' of Aeryn Sun alter she died at the Chlana.playedbyGlgl PiP Edgley
end of the last series was not too spectacular. We
lost one good character, Zhann played by Virginia Hey, but
it must be said that the scriptwriters had not done a great
deal with her character recently, We gained another
character, JooI who seemed to be good at screaming. But
she was no way as irritating as the over-emoting Stark.
There were a couple of strong episodes but then the
moment of genius - take a si television cliche but instead ?f
using it for just one episode, make a series out of it; in thiS
case, take the leading character and spilt him into two. This
allowed the large cast to also split, appearing in alternate
episodes and keeping in them all. It also meant that you can
kill off your lead (well at least one of them ... ) With this all the
arcs of all the characters seemed to move up a level.
Claudia Black as Aeryn excelled herself as her romance
with Crichton was played out to the bitter end - if there is
any justice Black should become a major star on the back of
this pertormance. Wayne Pygram was simply breath-taking
as his Scorpious became one of the greatest villains in all of
sf, at turns evil, sympathetic then comical - some of the
best scenes have been between him and Bowder that take
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place inside Bowder's characters' own head. How many sf
series would even think of doing that, never mind doing it so
well?
As welf as the strong arcs there were also exceptional
one-off episodes. Farscape always has a certain oddness
about it, with 'Scratch 'n' Sniff' this was off the scale - sex
and drugs and a bit of disco, if no rock and roll; no wonder
the BBC put it out late instead of Farscape's usual early
evening slot. A plot about drug addiction with some aptly
strange direction _repeated cutting and stop-start juddering
that make the viewer leel as weirded-out as the participants.
We also had the once-a-season-appearance-under-heavymakeup of Francesca Buller (aka Mrs Ben Browder) as the
untrustworthy alien with cockney accent, Raxlis. Plus some
great humour: it's not often you see the (male) lead of an sf
show in fishnet stockings.
Then we had the cartoon episode, 'Revenging Angel'.
Alter hitting his head Crichton is forced into battle with Ka
D'Argo in a bizarre animated universe. Completely hilarious,
This entertaining episode was a loving tribute to Tex Avery
with Crichton as Road Runner vS D'Argo as Wile E. Coyote.

There was some spot-on details with the endless supply of
bombs and pizzas D'Argo uses to try to get Crichton came
not from the usual 'Acme' but from 'Ozme', a nod to the
Farscape's Australian origins. Plus we got to see Marilyn
Monroe and Jessica Rabbit versions of Areyn Sun. This
idea could have failed badly but the show's writers never
forget that as well as all the weirdness you have to tell a
story, which this episode did and continuously cutting back
to events on the real ship gave the short cartoon parts of the
episode real impact.
All the arcs came to their end with a truly epic two-part
finish to the series set on Scorpius' Command Carrier,
Villain turned hero, Crais, gets a glorious send-off as the
Peace Keeper ship detonated (but actor Lani John Tupu still
has his other role as the voice of Pilot.) Farscape has
always be reminiscent of Blake's 7 (if a bit more cheerful)
with is band of ex-criminals fighting against an oppressive
empire. This resemblance was increased when the finale
saw the introduction of a new villain very reminiscent of

Servalan with a hard attitude and low cut dress (though not
yet anyway near as camp). Hopefully this is not the end of
Scorpius.
Farscape has recently been given two more seasons
(the makers want to do one more after that, then onto films).
Time will tell, but I think Farscape has the potential to
become one of the greatest sf series of all time. And to think
it was nearly cancelled halfway through its first series when
it was forced out of its production facilities to make way for
Star Wars... Luckily they found other local facilities in
Australia as the alternative would have been to go to
America which would have been prohibitively expensive. So
Jar Jar nearly killed Farscape...
As per the other series, the third ended on a massive
cliff-hanger in the epilogue episode 'A Dog With Two Bones'
and it seems a very long wait for the beginning of the fourth
to find out what next for Crichton and the rest.
Frel/!!

-RESONANCES----------------Stephen Baxter wonders if our most famous PM was 'one of us'.
Was Winston Churchill a science fiction fan?
During his GoH speech at the 2001 Worldcon Greg Bear
noted that Harry S Truman, US President during the closing
stages of World War 11, had been a fan of early pulp sf. And
this broader sfnal perspective, so Greg argued, must have
played a key role in preparing Truman's mind for the awful
dilemma of the atomic bomb.
I immediately wondered if Britain's own wartime leader,
Winston Churchill, might similarly have been influenced by
sf. Churchill, after all, was renowned for his uncanny vision
of the future. In 1901, as a new MP aged 26, he predicted
that the future 'wars of peoples will be more terrible than the
1
wars of kings', a prophecy borne out in 1914
And Churchill did enjoy a long and complex relationship
with HG Wells.
Wells first met Churchill in the early 1900s at a country
house weekend party, and was struck by his 'invincible and
irrepressible vitality,2. They would develop a turbulent
friendship. Wells backed Churchill's Liberal candidacy in a
1908 by-election, which brought Wells much criticism from
fellow socialists. Later, Wells and Churchill spent hours
arguing over the future at Churchill's London club or at
Chartwell; and Churchill would proudly display his set of
signed Wells first editions.
So Wells's ideas were familiar to Churchill and clearly
influenced him. As a First World War minister Churchill
pressed for the development of the tank, and would later
testify that the idea had come from Wells's story 'The Land
lronclads' (1903)3
But later Frederick Lindemann, later Lord CherweU,
became Churchill's 'Personal Adviser
in Scientific
Matters'. It was not on Wells's The World Set Free (1914)
but on consultation with Lindemann that Churchill based his
1924 article for Nash's Pall Mall on a future 'bomb no bi~ger
than an orange' that might 'blast a township at a stroke'
I suspect it was not sf but a deep understanding of
history that fuelled Churchill's powers of prophecy.
Churchill was a historian as well as a statesman. His
thinking about history was not simplistic; in 1933 he wrote to
a friend that 'you assume the future is a mere extension of

the past whereas I find history full of unexpected turns and
retrogressions'l. And Churchill did write at least one piece of
alternate history - sf's close cousin - an essay called 'If Lee
Had Not Won the Batlle of Gettysburg' (in If It Had
Happened Otherwise, ed. JC Squire, 1931), showing that
his fertile mind was capable of exploring counterfactual
possibilities.
Wells and Churchill differed over the Empire, the Sovief
Union, republicanism and class. While in 1940 Wells told
American readers that 'it is as though some merciful power
has been putting together this most abnormal Englishman
for the hour of Britain's utmost need,2. by 1944 he was
savagely attacking Churchill as 'the present would-be
~ritish Fuehrer ... If we do not end Winston, he will end us'
And yet the two men retained a basic affection and
mutual respect. In 1937 Churchill was moved by Wells's
dedication to him of Star Begotten: 'It gives me real
pleasure that my early admiration of thirty-five years ago for
your wonderful books should have come to rest in our later
times in a harbour of personal friendship,3,
References
Martin Gilbert, Churchill: A Ufe (1991);
HG Wells, 'Churchill, Man of Destiny', Colliers Nov 2
1940;
3
David C Smith, HG Wells: Desperately Mortal (1986);
~ HG Wells, 'Churchill Must Go', The Tribune December 1
51944.
1

Omegatropic, a collection of non-fiction by Stephen Baxter
plus two rare short stories is still available from the BSFA, 1
Long Row Close, Everdon, Daventry, Northants, NN11
3BE hardback £20; paperback £8; Postage free for BSFA
members, otherwise £1 for the first book and SOp for each
additional copy in the UK. Cheques payable to: BSFA Ltd. If
ordering in the USA please see the BSFA's website.
www.bsfa.co.uk.
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-COMING TO A SHELF NEAR YOU
Forthcoming books, compiled by Janet Barron
N Neall. Asher, Grid/inked, £6.99. Papertlack· 432 pages new edition (8 March, 20(2). Pan:
ISBN: 0330484338
Neal L. Asher,
0333903641

The Skinner, £:9.99, Paperback - 480 pages (22 March, 2(02),

Macm~lan: ISBN:

Clark Ashton Smith, The Emperor of Dreams, £6.99, Paperback· 548 pages (14 March,
2002). Gollancz; ISBN: 057507373X
Steve Aylett, The Velocity Gospel, ['9.99, Paperback· 144 pages (18 April, 2002), ViCtor
Gollana Science Fiction; ISBN: 0575070889

R Clive Barker, Imajica, £8.99, Paperback - 1136 pages revised edition (15 April, 20(2), Voyager;
ISBN: 0001127693
Greg Bear, Vitals, £16.99, Hardcover - 400 pages (4 March. 20(2). Voyager; ISBN: 0007124023
Eon. £6.99. Papertlack - 512 pages new edition (11 April, 2(02), GoIancz: ISBN:
0575073160

N Greg Bear,

Chris Bunch, Storm of Wings, £9.99. Papefback - 368 pages (4 April, 2(02), 0rtliI; ISBN:
1841491047
R Arthur C. Clarke, A Fall of Moondust, £6.99, Paperback· 224 pages new edition (14 March,
2002), Gollancz: ISBN: 0575073179
John Clute, Appleseed, £6.99. Paperback - 352 pages new edilion (4 April, 2002). Orbit: ISBN'
1841491004

Peter Crowther (Editor), Infinities, £12.99, Harlk:over - 32Q pages (18 April, 2(02), Gollancz;
ISBN: 0575073551
Phi lip K. Dick, Counter-c1ock World, £7.99, Paperback newediboo (15~, 20(2),
Voyager, ISBN: 0007127707

Stephen Oonaldson, The Man Who Fought Alone, £17.99. Hardcover - 44a

I)CIges (21

March. 20(2), Orion Trade: ISBN: 0752846876

R Slephen Oonaldson, The lIfearth War, £7.99. Paperback - 576 pages new edition (15 April.
20(2). Voyager; ISBN: 0007127715
Sara Douglass, The Wounded Hawk, £6.99, Paperback - 610 pages new edition (15 April,
20(2), Voyager: ISBN: 0007108478
Mary Gentle, Orthe, £9.99, Paperback· 560 pages (11 April, 20(2), Gollancz; ISBN:

se'

Second fuI.Iength novel from Asher
011 a lethal waterworld: Welcome to
Spattetjay ... where sudden dealt! is tile
normal way of life.'

0575072873

Jon Courtenay Grimwood, Effendi, £12.99, Hardcover - 384 pages (2 April, 20(2).
Earthlighl; ISBN; 0743202856
Jon Courtenay Grimwood, Pashazade. £6.99, Paperback· 3341)C1ges new edition (2 April.
2OO2). Earthligtlt; ISBN; 0671773682
R Joe Haldeman, Worlds. £9.99. Paperback - 240 pages new edition (18 April, 2(02), GoIancz;
ISBN; 0575073616
laurel! K. Hamilton, A Caress of Twilight, £5.99 Paperback (4 Mardl, 20(2). Bantam:
ISBN: 0553813846
N Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson, Prelude to Dune: House Corrino, £6.99.
Paperback· 608 pages new edilion (18 April, 2002), New English Library: ISBN: 0340751800,
N Robin Hobb, Fool's Errand. £11.99. Paperback - 592 pages (4 March, 2002). Voyager; ISBN:
0007110561

R Tom Holt, Tom Hoft Omnibus 2, £7.99. Paperback - 576 pages (7 March,

20(2), Orbit:

ISBN'

1841491330

Kim Hunter, Wizard's Funeral, £9.99, Paperback - 416 pages (7 March, 2002). Orbit: ISBN;
1841490970

J. V.Jones, A Fortress of Grey Ice,

£17.99, Hardcover - 720 pages (4 Apti, 2(02). Orbit;
ISBN: 1857237706
Graham Joyce, The Tooth Fairy, £6.99, Paperback - 288 pages new edition (14 March,
20(2). Gollancz; ISBN: 1857983424
Flona KeJleghan, Classics of Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, Hardcover640 pages (March 20(2). Salem Press lne: ISBN: 1587650509,
NFDavid langford, The Wyrdest Link, £6.99, Paperback - 224 pages (25 April, 2002),
GoIlancz; ISBN: 0575073195
Miller lau, Dark Thane, £6.99. Paperback - 608 pages (2 April, 2(02), Earthlight: ISBN:
0743404017

James lovegrove. Imagined Slights. £6.99. Paperback - 288 pages (11 April. 2(02).
GoIancl: ISBN; 1857988019
Erie Van lustbader, The Veil of One Thousand Tears, £17.99. Haroc:oYer (2 April.
2(02), Voyager: ISBN: 0002247305
John Mareo, The Eyes of God, £10.99, Paperback - 576 pages (21 March, 20(2), GoIancz;
ISBN: 0575073640
John Mareo, The Eyes of GcxJ. £t7.99. Hardcover - 576 pages (21 March, 2(02). Gollancz;
ISBN: 0575073632
N John Mareo, The Saints of the Sword, £7.99. Paperback - 560 pages new edition (14
MarCh, 2002), GoIlancz; ISBN: 0575072903
Juliet Marillier, Child of the Prophecy, £10.99, Hardcover - 592 pages (4 March. 2(02),
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The Chronicles of Carrick V from the writer
wtlo brought liS the critically acclaimed

"'"
KEY
N
R

Now out in Paperback

NF

NonFiction

ReISSUe

All others, first UK edition.

Voyager: ISBN: 0002247380

Anne McCaffrey, Freedom's Ransom,

£16.99, Hardcover

329 pages (1 April. 2002),

Bantam Press; ISBN: 0593048326

R lan McDonald, Ares Express,

£6.99, Paperback - 352 pages new edition (4 March, 2002),

Ear1hlight; ISBN: 0671037544

China Mieville, The Scar,

£17.99, Hardcover - 560 pages (26 April, 2002), Macmillan; ISBN

0333781740

L.E. Modesitt Jr, Scion of Cyador,

£7.99, Paperback· 832 pages (4 April, 2002), Orbit; ISBN:

1841491012

Elizabeth Moon, Remnant Population,

£5.99, Paperback -

368 pages (7 March, 2002).

Orbit; ISBN: 1841491365

Yvonne Navarro, Tempted Champions,

£5.99, Paperback - 320 pages (2 April, 2(02),

Pocket Books; ISBN: 0743400364

Kim Stanley Robinson, Vinland the Dream,

£6.99, Paperback -

368 pages (23 April,

2002), Voyager; ISBN: 0007134045

Sean Russell, The One Kingdom,

£6.99, Paperback· 704 pages new edition (7 MarCh,

2002), Orbit; ISBN: 1841490881

R.A. Salvatore, Star Wars· Episode /I: Attack of the Clones,

£16.99, Hardcover (24

April, 2002), Century; ISBN: 07126840n

Jan Slegel, Witch's Honour,

Hardcover - 384 pages (4 March, 2002), Voyager; ISBN:

0002258390,

Robert Silverberg, The Longest Way Home,

Sequel 10 Pashazade sel in an alternalive
Alexandria, again fealuring Ashraf Bey, now
the chief of police of Ellskandryia

Hardcover - 288 pages (18 April, 2002).

Gollancz; ISBN: 0575073519

Robert Silverberg, The Longest Way Home,

Paperback· 288 pages (18 April. 2002),

Gollancz; ISBN: 0575073527

Harry Turtledove, Through the Darkness,

R

£6.99, Paperback - 608 pages new edition (2

April, 2002), Earthlight: ISBN: 0671033980
Jack Vance, Lyonesse: Suldrun's Garden, £6.99, Paperback - 448 pages (14 March,
2002), Gollancz; ISBN: 0575073748
lan Watson, The Jonah Kit, £9.99, Paperback - 224 pages newedilion (18April, 2002),
Gollancz; ISBN: 0575073696

Jane Welch, The Broken Chalice,

£6.99, Paperback (15 April, 2002), Voyager; ISBN

0007112505

John Whitbourn Downslord Doomsday,

£5.99, Paperback, (April, 2002), Eanhlight, ISBN

0671033026

N Tad Williams, Otherfand IV: Sea of Silver Light,

£7.99, Paperback -1312pages new
edition (1 April, 2002), Orbit; ISBN: 1841490644
£6.99, Paperback - 272 pages (11 April, 2002), Gollancz; ISBN:
0575073764

R Gene Wolfe, Peace,

Sarah Zettel, A Sorcerer's Treason,

....

~

Hardcover (2 April, 2002). Voyager; ISBN: 0007113994

~

:A fasl moving epic of madness,
obsession, prejudice and sheer magiC'
from Ihe aUlhor of Ihe Tyrants and
Kings fanlasyseries

Compi/alion of four new novellas from Eric
Brown. John Meaney, Nastair Reynolds and
Adam Roberts with an introduction by Peter
Crowther

Set sail with the highly anticipated
follow-up to the award·winning Perdido
Street Station. A brilliant linguist press·
ganged by pirates - fealurlng humanlobster centaufS, demonic mermen, a
floating ciry and a botrom/ess chasm
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--AN IRONING BOARD ON A DUCK POND - - - - - - PURPLE HAIR AND TRACTOR BEAMS
Martin Sketchley settles down for a science·fiction double feature matinee
It happens every week, right? You go and buy TV Quick (if
is not as easy as you might imagine. Simply typing the
you're in a hurry) or What's On TV (if you're practical) or
phrase into Yahoo offers one site - Ihisislandearth.com Radio
Times
(if
which turns out 10 be devoted to some rock
you're posh), and
band from New York. So, delving deeper, I
you turn to the listing
try the Science Fiction Matinee site. This
pages 10 see what
oHers a great picture of ''the mutanf chasing
delights are on tetly
Ruth, who seems to be concentrating on
the following week running in a manner suitably representative
and the pages might
of all unliberated, downtrodden women of
as well be blank,
the early 1950s. There are also some
right? Even if you've
reproductions of original posters promoting
got cable or satellite,
the film, particularly focussing on the fact
you know that if (
that it took two and a half years to make.
there's nothing on
There's also a link to the Internet Movie
the
five
main
Database site, via which you can watch a
channels,
there's
trailer of the film. This is very cool, and
unlikely
to
be
features many of the film's key moments, if
anything decent on
in a slightly strange order.
the other 40-odd. So
However, other than this there's
IlIfMDll\llfUIllOOlltH.lUtu.SQII """ ...... - . _
.;). relatively linle available about This Island
what
are
the
alternatives if you
,
.
Earth. You can buy a copy, buy images
related to it, find out a few facts, but there's
just want to slob out Theydon~ poster 'em lIke thiS anymore,I From the This is Island Eanh
in the evening and don't feel like reading?
not much real meal. So, my mind wanders to other films I
There was a time when I would have listened to some
particularly like - and right up there is The Day the Earth
Stood Sti/{. I recently tried to introduce this movie to Daniel,
music, but when Rosaleen and I had kids, the CD player
seemed to have jam my toast posted into it on an
my four and a half year old son: "It's a great film,n I
increasingly regular basis, and eventually gave up the
enthused, "with a spaceship and a big robol." This is true,
but while there's a lot of action early on, after the initial burst
ghost. And anyway, I'm not ashamed to admit that I like
sitting looking at the telly Sipping beer after a hard day in
it's slow for quite a long time as themes of US paranoia
front of the computer. So, when there's nothing on TV, I fall
regarding the Soviet Union are not-very-discretely
discussed. As a result Daniel wasn't interested for long, but
back on the video collection.
In such situations I'm a sucker for the 50s SF classics.
having put the film on, I really enjoyed watching it myself.
This Island Earth is a particular favourite, with the evil Brak
On the web there's a great site devoted to The Day the
(Lance Fuller) and the kindly Exeter (Jeff Morrow), the
Earth Stood Still called, quite simply, GORT!. This has links
to numerous pages offering a wide variety of information.
mysterious ~acre of canvas" (imagine asking for that in a
hardware store; "four candles wouldn't
There's one devoted to Lock
come close ... ) and the huge weeds that
Martin, the 7' 7" actor who
suddenly appear in the scene when Ruth
played Gort (he also played
and Cal (Faith Domergue and Rex Reason)
"Mutant Serving Intelligencen
M

are avoiding the death ray by ducking under
in the sinister 1953 film
the surface of the lake (a simple strategy,
Invaders from Mars), and
but it seems to work). There are some great
many others. One of the most
lines, too. I particularly like the bit when,
interesting links is to the
having been pulled into the spaceship by
"sounds" page, featuring ..
the tractor beam, Exeter has to try and
well, what do you think? Hear
convince Cal and Ruth that he's not their
Klaatu (Michael Rennie) say
enemy, and means them no harm. At one
"Gart!
Deglet
ovrosca!'
point he looks at Ruth and says: "Ruth,
(trans: "Gort, stop destroying
don't tell me that, as a woman, you're not
their primitive weapons!") and
~Klaatu borada nikto" (trans:
curious about our destination." Ruth looks
all quizzical, and dash it all if you can't
"Klaatu's gone for a Burton.")
almost see her thinking: "my God, he's right GM wailS patiently. From GORT!
There's also a link to the
- as a woman I am curious about our
~Dreamer's" site, which offers
destination," after which she says, lips all a-tremble with
all you could want regarding this classic film. A link to cast
emotion: "Where are we going?" One can't help wonder if
details, for example, includes one for Hugh Marlowe, who
this would have been her reaction if Exeter had said: "Ruth,
played Tom Stevens, the scheming boyfriend of Helen
don't tell me that, as a woman, you're not curious about how
(Patricia Neal). Like many actors, Marlowe appeared in
much cooking and cleaning there will be for you to do when
several SF films, and also starred in the wonderfully cheesy
we reach our destination...
Earth versus the Flying Saucers, as one of the key players
However, finding websites devoted to This Island Earth
at Project Skyhook.
M
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UFO and Thunderbirds are two of the most
wonderful pieces of television music in
history, particularly the latter: just listen to
those strings soaring behind the blasting
horns - it's drama on an epic scale). The
UFO Series Home Page is well worth a visit
whether you're a fan of Anderson's
programmes or just interested in blueprints
of SID, information on the UFOs
themselves or any of the many photos.
Coo, you can even listen to the sound of a
UFO in flight -it makes the hair stand up on
the back of your neck it does. Well, mine,
anyway. Now where did I leave that purple
nylon wig 01 mine ..

No discussion of
classic SF films could
ignore
Forbidden
Planet, with Robbie,
the monsters from the
ID, the wonderful
"electronic tonalities"
from Louis and Bebe
Baron, which lend the
film a particularly (and
uniquely 50s) SF

atmosphere. and the
wonder1ul scale of the
Krell's
installation.
Then of course there's
Allaira
Morbius

~~~~i~). :~art ~~on~

Creepy.

thaI, I always have 10 remind myself that it's Leslie Nielsen
who plays Commander Adams, appearing in one of his few
early straight roles.
There are many sites devoted to Forbidden Planet, but
one of the most notable is appropriately, if unimaginatively,
called The Unofficial Forbidden Planet Home Page. This
has all any fan of this great movie could want, including
Krell fonts to download, things to buy -the movie in various
formats, model kits of Space Cruiser C57-D, numerous
variants of Robbie (including model kits, clockwork toys and
key rings) - and reproduction posters. All very tempting.
Although not from the 1950s, there
are other videos J dust off from time to
time. One of these consists of two
episodes of Gerry Anderson's early
1970s TV series UFO. I was a little

!!!!!!!!!!!~!!:=! ~~Jndw~:~o~t ~ha~c::~eth~~efi~~ ~:~
son is now, as it happens) and
absolutely loved it. Watching UFO
these
days,
I can
see
the

IIj ~~~~ns~~~n~~esd~~n~o~:~~en~~~~~~;
questionable "special" effects, and the
strange themes Anderson seemed to
want to discuss - but I still love it. I'm
not quite sure what it is about UFO,
whether it's the vehicles or the
clothes, or a combination of many
indefinable things, but the programme
has a unique quality that sets it apart
from its counterparts, and has a
definite sense 01 ~otherness~: things
are sufficiently different for the setting
to be like the Earth we know, but with
a convincingly futuristic, or perhaps
simply alternative, atmosphere.
The UFO Series Home Page
1l!!~~ offers a lot of information about the
programme, its history, the secondA strip o( pics from the series-that-never-was and lots more
UFO series home page. besides, inclUding some facts only the
These are actual real most ardent buff is likely to know. You
:'~:Y. not puppets, by can even download the rocking UFO
theme tune (for me, the themes to

i1

URLs:
This Island Earth:
http://tatooine.fortunecity.comlherbert305/sfm50545.htm
This Island Earth trailer:
http://us-imdb.comfTrailers?0047577
Internet Movie Database:
http://us.imdb.coml
GORT!:
http://members.yourlink.neVjgerard/gort/
Forbidden Planet
http://home.kc.rr.comlbobfahey/fp_main.htm
The Unofficial Forbidden Planet Home Page:
http://sfstation.members.easyspace.comllbhome.htm
Forbidden Planet
http://www.forbidden-planet.orglRobby/
Invaders from Mars:
http://www.geocities.comlHollywood/Hills/3411/
Lots of SF-related links of all kinds:
http://sfslation.members.easyspace.comllbsites.htm
UFO Series Home Page:
http://ufoseries.coml
Spinnerets
Stephen Palmer - author of Memory Seed and Glass,
(1997 and 1998) - has two new print-an-demand n.ovels
out in early 2002. In celebration, his web site has been
given a facelift, and ~includes various new bits and pieces~,
and ~has a radical new look.~ Why noUake a peek.
URL:
http://stephenpalmer.net
If you have any specifically web-related news that might be
of interest to Matrix readers, or ides for future articles,
please send me an e-mail, and include any relevant UALs.
Martin's own site is:
www.msketchley.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk
(As if by magic, this article and links (with added pictures!)
should also be appearing on the bsla's website:
www.bsfa.co.uk soon after Matrix's publication courtesy of
webmistress Tanya.)
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-PULPITATIONSi---------------Glenda Pringle goes to war
Having bought my hubby the new Lord of the Rings board
game for Christmas (and having been frustrated by that
dastardly Sauron in several attempts!) brought to mind the
world of SF/fantasy gaming. Apart from the joys of
Runequest 11, of which I am a seasoned admirer and
partaker, I don't really know
much about this area of
'tandom'. I know there is a
large
and,
almost
exclusively, young fanatica!
following
for
Games
Workshop's Warhammer
series and that there are an
awful lot of table top SF/
fantasy games going on at
wargames
conventions

for you. At least one article in every issue has a sf slant, for
inslance, the January issue includes a 'Very Simple SF'
rules system which was specifically developed to
encourage an interest in wargaming and sf in the young.
MWis a bright, glossy, 60+ page publication that celebrates
in an almost in-your-face sort of way the
testosterone-driven joys of boys who may have
grown up, but can never quite give up their toy
soldiers.
So what has all this got to do with developing an
interest in SF? In the past, I have seen table-top
games that range from space marines versus that
nasty lady the Alien queen to Buffy the Vampire
Slayer to Attack of the Green Bug-eyed Monsters
(never let it be said that wargamers don't have a
sense of humour). Many, if not most, of the

(many of the bigger of I:~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~ participants in these games are youngsters. In
which are in the Pringle
addition, you only have to peer inside your local
family social calendar - I go
Games Workshop store as you scut1le past to see
to look at the book stalls,
yet more youngsters gleefully trouncing each other
at Warhammer 40,000 to realise that this stuff is big
honest!). I am also regaled
from time to time by our RQ
business. Moreover, I suspect that these same lads
cronies with the joys of past
(and the occasional ladette) are also purchasing
Paranoia and Travetler
graphic novels, Terry Pratchett books and the Star
scenarios. In any event,
Wars and Star Trek novels, as well as lusting over
I've seen and heard enough
the curvy female alien crews of the more recent Star
to convince me that it is
Trek series on TV (the lads that is) (Or Farscape
and Buffy if they've got any taste - Ea]. Once that
through the medium of
these games that many
begins to happen, it's easy to get them hooked on
youngsters (and oldsters)
'proper' SF, so to speak. I submit in evidence my
daughter's boyfriend who, although not a wargamer,
develop and sustain an
interest in the sf and fantasy genres. With that in mind, I
is a fan of all things Star Wars - be it book, film or comicthink it only fair to mention a magazine that caters to these
whom I've managed to introduce the joys of Elizabeth Moon
and Lois McMaster BUjold. Ha! Today - space opera,
eclectic tastes.
It's scary to contemplate, but the UK apparently has
tomorrow - hard SF! Look out, Danny, your card is marked!
more wargamers than anywhere else in the world, including
[Miniature Wargames is published monthly and an
the USA. Nearly every weekend in the year there is either
annual subscription is available for £37.00 from Pireme
a show or competition meeting somewhere in the UK. The
Publishing Ltd, Suite 10, Wessex House, St Leonard's
bigger shows attract several hundred (predominantly male)
Road, Bournemouth BH8 80S. Further information is
available on the web at: www.miniwargames.com OR
fans of all ages clutching their purchases of little metal
figures, terrain and rulebooks as they admire demonstration
www.wargames.co.uklMiniwargslMiniwargs.htm]
table-top games displayed by a variety of societies keen to
As mentioned in passing above, wargamers often
convince others of the joys of their specialities which can
'subdivide' into various areas of interest and form societies.
range from obscure ancient armies right up to space the
Believe it or not, there is a Society of Fantasy and Science
final, must-be-fought-over, frontier. In spite of the geeky
Fiction Wargamers (SFSFW) who
persona wargaming shares with sf fandom (spotting BFWs
- i.e., Big Fat Wargamers - at the shows is a pastime my
husband, Chris, and I share), it is nevertheless a fairly
not yet arrived at the time I was
prevalent and popular hobby.
writing this column so I will save that
Miniature Wargames is the 'bible' of wargamers
everywhere. Although it is a British publication, it is
pleasure for next time.
In the
meantime, I would draw the attention
available to gamers all over the world through various
outlets in 12 countries. As the contents of MW suggest,
of those who are interested to
wargaming is serious stuff to its many aficionados. Within
SFSFW's website at: www.sfslw.org
the magazine's hallowed pages the relative merits of
Now, I'll just go and try to see off
that peaky Sauron again. Right, who
various rule systems are debated and the joys of particularly
good scenarios are shared to the accompaniment of maps
wants to be Frodo?.
",,"==;;;:;;=:.1
and photographs of tiny little exquisitely painted figures and
Magazines for review, including small press, should be sent
terrain that attempts to be as historically accurate as
possible (albeit a bit too plastic looking for my liking). tt is
to Glenda Pringle, 22 Mead Way. Kidlington, Oxford, OX5
2BJ; email: chris@kidlington66.freeserve.co.uk.
also bursting with ads for anything from forthcoming events,
rulebooks, terrain, and figures and those who will paint them

~~~~~~nt:~~y~~yj~~~~:~ ~~g~a~~~ ~~~~~.~
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-OBITUARIES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - KEITH ALLEN DANIELS 1956 - 200 1
Steve Sneyd on an sf poet
Keith Alien Daniels, who died recently at the age of 45, was
a pillar of the science fiction poetry scene for decades, as
writer and producer of the genre. His final achievement editing and publishing the 243 page science fiction poetry
anthology, 2001, including 63 poets representative of the
field - was brought to fruition despite terminal illness.
Having left Florida some years ago, he lived with his wife
Toni Luna Daniels in Ridgecrest, California, working as a
materials engineer by day, writing and editing by night.
His collection What Rough Book: Dark Poems and Light
won the Fallot Award of the National Association of
Independent Publishers Award of the National Association
of Independent Publishers in 1992. he was 15 times
nominated for the annual Rhysling Award for sf poetry, and
among the myriad appearances of his poetry since the
1970s were the prozines Analog SF, Asimov's SF Magazine
and Weird Tales, and such anthologies as Narcopolis, Once
Upon a Midnight and Poets 01 the Fantastic in the USA and
Star Trek: The Poems from prestigious mainstream UK
publisher Iron Press. Oaniels, described by David C.
Kopaska-Merkel, editor of a leading genre poetry magazine
Dreams & Nightmares as ·one of the foremost science
fiction poelS of our time~, also read his work at Wand SF

Conventions.
He was equally at home with free verse and with the
strictest of rhymed and metred verse forms. Moreover, in
his work he gladly accepted the challenge he set himself
when introducing his most recent substantial collection Satan is a Mathematician of 1999 - of -a marriage of
science and poetry" going beyond co-existence 10 a mutual
stimulation, combining science's elegant clarity with
poetry's beauty in ambiguity. Alongside this ability to
explore serious ideas in poetry in a way rare today went a
love of language itself, including a revelling in puns and
wordplay that humanised without undermining. To quote
former US Poet laureate Richard Wilbur, Daniels' poetry is
·characterized by breath 01 vocabulary, by the straddling of
le:xk:ons and by an inventive anraction to the uncanny".
Nor will his achievements as editor and book publisher
be forgonen: his Anamnesis Press, by publishing the poetry
of James Blish and Joe Haldeman, the correspondence of
Sir Arthur C. Clarke with C. S. Lewis and Lord Dunsany and
much more, reflected his own poetry's breath of vision in the
field.

-AOVERTISEMENT----------------

LER[IA IVE
we've published
M JOHN HARRISON' GRAHAM JOYCE· PAUL McAULEY
JUSTlNA ROBSON' SIMON INGS· CHRISTOPHER PRIEST
MURIEL GRAY' MICHAEL MARSHALL SMITH' IAN WATSON
JAMES LQVEGROVE ' NICHOLAS ROYLE· MANY OTHERS

'Everyone should read this magazine' Tangent On line
'Excellent. Great stories' SF Chronicle
'The best of contemporary short fiction' Time Out
A4, 68pp, colour, matt laminated
£4 or £21 six issues, including p&p
TIA Press,S Martins Lane, Witcham,Ely, Cambs CB6 2LB
www.ttapress.com
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-AND THE WINNER IS •.. - - - - - - - - - - - - All the news on the BSFA awards from Tanya Brown
The shortlisls for the four BSFA Awards (Best Novel, Best
Short Story, Best Artwork and Best Non-Fiction) were
announced on 1"1 February 2002. The shortlists were
compiled from nominations submitted in the year to 31$1
January 2002 by BSFA members, and the eventual winners
will be determined by votes from BSFA and Eastercon
members, with the winner announced al this year's
th
Eastercon - Helicon 2, 29 March to 1" April on Jersey.
(See below for how to vote).
Last year's BSFA shortlist for best novel resembled the
shortlist for the Arthur C Clarke Award Uury-based rather
than balloted) quite strongly: three out of the five titles on
our shortlist also appeared on the ACCA shortlisl. This year
the trend continues: Bold as Love, Pashazade and The
Secret of Ufe all appear on the other award's shortlist too.
Of course, the BSFA Award isn't limited to science fiction:
we can include Neil Gaiman's masterful new mythological
fantasy, American Gods, without a qualm. Luckily none of
the Clarke judges believed the subtitle of Bold as Love ..
Interzone, again, dominates the shortlist for best Short
Story. While David Pringle's achievements with the
magazine are certainly to be applauded, it's good to see
Spectrum appearing on the shortlist for the second year
running - and sad that so many other British magazines,
such as ITA and Scheherazade, aren't appearing at all. My
feeling is that this has more to do with availability than
quality: it would be great to see stories from a wider range
of publications on next year's shortlist.
The award for best Artwork covers a diverse range of
media, from book covers to CD-Rom. We're hoping to make
reproductions of some of the shortlisted work available
either via the website (www.bsfa.co.uk) or at Eastercon.
Our new category, for non-fiction, has garnered a mixed
bag of votes - for papers given at the Liverpool conference
'2001: A Celebration of British Science Fiction'
(unfortunately not eligible until they've been published); for
book reviews, and introductions to books; and, slightly
embarrassingly, for our own Omegatropic publication, a
collection of fiction and non·fiction by Stephen Baxter which
contains several new pieces. (The cover, by Colin Odell,
also garnered a place on the Artwork shortlist). The slimline
Pocket Essentials guides were also popular, with two
appearing on the shortlisl. Perhaps surprisingly, there were
hardly any nominations for single pieces of critical analysis,
within the BSFA's journals or elsewhere.

How to Vote:
To vote postally, you must be a member of the BSFA.
Postal votes - showing your BSFA membership number -

Theshol1lisled
BeslNovels
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should arrive no later than 23 March 2002. To vote by
email, use the email link on the Awards website - via
www.bsfa.co.uk. Again, you should quote your BSFA
th
membership number. Email votes will be accepted until 26
March 2002.
You may vote at Eastercon if you are a member of the
convention and have not already voted: the deadline for
votes will probably be 6pm on the Saturday, with the
winners to be announced on the Sunday evening.
Voting is technically now open for the 2002 awards ... !
2001 BSFA Awards Shortlists
Best Novel:
American Gods - Neil Gaiman (Feature)
Pashazade - Jon Courtenay Grimwood (Earthlight)
Bold as Love - Gwyneth Jones (Gollancz)
The Secret of Ufe - Paul McAuley (Voyager)
Chasm City - Alastair Reynolds (Gotlancz)
Lust- Geoff Ryman (Flamingo)
Best Short Story:
'Under the Saffron Tree' (fnrerzone 166) - Cherith Baldry
'First to the Moon' (Spectrum SF 6) - Stephen Baxter &
Simon Bradshaw
'Children of Winter' (fnterzone 163) - Eric Brown
'Myxomatosis' (Jnterzone 165) - Simon lngs
'Wind Angels' (lnterzone 171) - Leigh Kennedy
'Isabel of the Fall' (fnrerzone 169) - lan MacLeod
Best Artwork:
'Roach Motel' (cover, Interzone 166) - Dominic Harman
Cover of Omegatropic (Baxter) - Colin Odell
Cover of Gridlinked (Asher) - Steve Rawlings
'Heart of Empire' CD-Rom - Bryan Talbot
Cover of Pashazade (Grimwood) - The Whole Hog
Best Non-Fiction:
Omegatropic - Stephen Baxter (BSFA)
Terry Pratchett - Andrew M Butler (Pocket Essentials)
Tim Burton - Michelle Le Blanc & Colin Odell (Pocket
Essentials)
Storming the Bastille - Justina Aobson (http://www.
thealienonline.com/archive/sectians/news/cantent/
lunar_park/)
'The Best Introduction to the Mountains' - Gene Walle
(Jnterzone 174)

r

-BSFANEWS
Elizabeth Billinger on some changes (and a plea)
It's almost ten years since I stuck my head above the
parapet and volunteered 10 be Treasurer for the BSFA. It
seemed at the time a smart way of giving something back
without having to get
involved - I could sit at
home and use the
same skills I use in my
real life to do the
BSFA's bookkeeping,

write a few cheques
and

then transform
everything into a set of
accounts at the end of
the year. No problem.
That's more or less
what I did for the first
couple of years, but
then somehow, and
despite
my
firm
intentions, I got sucked
in. Paul and I were
convinced, by various
people, that attending
the 1995 Wor1dcon in
Glasgow was a realty
good idea, I was
convinced that making
a tablecloth with BSFA
lettering was a really
good idea and after
that it was hard to say
no. We met all sorts of
people in Glasgow,
learned that standing
behind the BSFA desk
Elizabeth...
at a convention is an
excellent way of meeting people, and had the concepts of
fanzines and apas explained to us.
The Treasuring itself has been a challenge. In the early
days the BSFA was making losses, and juggling the everdwindling funds to make sure that the printers were paid
became something that kept me awake at night. Slowly,
however, as we've taken tighter control over the
organisation, introducing the job of Production Manager and
cutting back our costs to the absolute minimum, the BSFA
has moved back to profitability and the job of Treasurer has
become much more routine and much less stressful.
So, having seen the BSFA through this diffIcult period
I've decided it's time to hang up the chequebook and retire
from the post of Treasurer. Happily, after much coercion
and desperate begging, I've found a replacement: Paul
Hood who has been organising the London Meetings for
years (selflessly undertaking such tasks as checking out all
the pubs in London to find a new venue) has agreed to
become the new Treasurer.
Paul Billinger, meanwhile, failed to 'just say no' to the
role of Membership Secretary in 1997. It's a timeconsuming job and one which requires constant attention.
Things are more organised than when he first took over
and, thanks to various people, he now has a useful and
easy-to-use membership database, but there is always
more to do. He'd like 10 hang up his laser labels and retire

as Membership Secretary, but Paul hasn't been as
fortunate as me, and so far hasn't found a replacement.
That's where you come in, yes you - haven't you always
felt slightly guilty about the people working behind the
scenes to bring you these splendid magazines? Or perhaps
you regularty sit there and think that you could do a better
job? Well, now's your chance: volunteer today, you know it
makes sense.
We've been practising saying no, here in Everdon, really
we have, but having made the decision to retire (and spend
more time with the cats), Paul and I then made another
decision. We've volunteered to jointly take over the role of
leading the BSFA and the Committee has accepted our
offer.
When Maureen Kincaid Speller retired a couple of years
ago, we reviewed the situation and concluded that the
BSFA was running pretty smoothly and that a kind of
government by committee would be effective. It has worked,
but it has become increasingly clear that the organisation
needs someone who is
officially in charge - a
place where the buck
stops, a person that
outside organisations
recognise as its head.
Having, over the years,
done much of the work
that this entails, Paul
and I believe that we
should be able to make
a good job of laking up
the role formally. We
deal with the everyday
glitches and queries too
numerous and trivial to
mention, but essential
to the smooth running
of the BSFA. We've
steered
the
organisation through
the
production
of
Stephen
Baxter's
Omegatropic,
the
biggest
project
undertaken since I've
been involved and
we're looking forward to
more challenges. (The
first challenge was what
to call ourselves, Evil
Overlord was tempting,
but we've settled for
Chair.)
So there you have it,
after (almost) ten ye?rs ... 8ndPaul.~, sorry 'Join,.
as
Treasurer,
I ve Chairs'
retired, only to become
joint Chair. Paul Hood is now Treasurer as well as organiser
of the London meetings and Paul Billinger is a joint Chair
desperately seeking a successor as Membership Secretary.
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Focus-----------------

NEW SHOOTS
In the second of his interstitial reports from Focus, Simon Morden does some spring cleaning and looks through the market
lists.

Spring is approaching. The evenings are lighter (something
my Dad always used to say on December 22nd, every year.
Without faiL) and the first green shoots of snowdrops are
breaking the barren earth. Of course, you who live down
south have probably got daffodils by now, but up here in the
frozen north everything lends to happen al a rush around
the Spring Equinox.
I've even tidied up my study. I can now see the carpel
again, and what once resembled the site of a miss-aimed
bomb is now a hive of streamlined efficiency. In this spirit of
renewed energy and vigour, let's have a look at novel and
short story market lists, and see if we can get something
pUblished.
The

Writer's

Handbook

(Macmillan) and The Writers'
and Artists' Yearbook (Black)
come out every year in the
major bookshops, are big fat
paperbacks,
and
carry
enough information to drown
in. As a resource, they're very
good -- the major publishing
houses,
magazines,
newspapers, and agents all
have listings. There are
articles from experts and
writers regarding copyright
and libel laws, submitting
material and advice (should you need it) on tax. In such
general works, a lot of the entries will be superfluous to
what you want. Many book publishers and agents will say
'no SF' straight out. But as a first step to see what you're
letting yourself in for, it's worth getting a copy of either (not
both!) and see how much you use it.
Many writers start small and work their way up. The
Small Press Guide (Writers' Bookshop) is another general
list, but details 'small press' magazines that take fiction,
poetry and art. Whilst not dedicated to genre writing, there
are lots of genre entries -- even Focus has its own page -and is certainly worth a look for UK based magazines. In a
similar vein is Light's List (Photon Press), compiled by the
indefatigable John Light. The 2001 edition gave details of
over 1400 independent press magazines from all over the
world.
The most notable of the monthly genre-listing magazines
are Scavenger's Newsletter (available in the UK via BBR),
run from the USA by Janet Fox, and The Fix (ITA
Publishing). 'Scav, as it's affectionately known, passed its
200th edition with nary a delay, and is thoroughly reliable.
Whilst it's more than possible to be a writer and not have
access to the internet, it can help dramatically, especially if
you're just starting out. With the unfortunate demise of
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The Fix:

TTA Press, 5 Martins Lane, Witcham, Ely,
Cambs CB6 2lB www.ttapress.com
Hellnotes: www.hellnotes.com
Jobs in Hell: http://home.earthlink.netl-jihadpubsl
Light's List: Photon Press The Light House, 37 The
Meadows, Berwick upon Tweed,
Northumberland TD15 1NY
photon.press@cwcom.net
Ralan's Webstravaganza:
www.ralan.com
Scavenger's newsletter:
BBR, PO Box 625, Sheffield S1 3GY
www.bbr-online.com
The Small Press Guide:
Writers' Bookshop, Remus House, Coltsfoot
Drive, Woodston, Peterborough PE2 9JX
Simon's short story collection, Thy Kingdom Come: a brief
history of Armageddon is due from lone Wolf Publications
in May. His debut novel Heart will be published by
Razorblade Press in September.

-CHECKPOINT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Steve Green brings us news of all things tannish
It's sometimes rather mind-boggling to be reminded just
how much science fiction fandom has changed in the past
few decades. I have to hand a copy of the second progress
report issued by Easlercon 22, distributed in the autumn of
1970, wherein chair Peler Weston pronounces (under the
headline "Britain's Biggest Convention?"): "As membership
in the 1971 Eastercon went past the l50-mark a few weeks

ago, your committee realised that we really do have a
full-scale international convention on our hands. By all
appearances so far this will certainly be Britain's biggest-yet
national convention, and with seven months or so still to go
we are somewhat nervously wondering just how big it will
finally be!~
Peter's comments date to a time when there was only
one major sf event in Britain, although several of his
committee would be involved with the launch of Novacon in
late 1971 (conceived as a one-off, this complementary
event celebrates its thirty-first birthday in November). This
side of the millennium, a four-figure turn-out is pretty much
de rigueur for our national three-ring circus each Easter,
whilst even the smallest mediacon aims to attract 150+
fellow travellers for the weekend.
The critical factor was the splintering of fandom, which I
observed back in the mid-1970s, as British Doctor Who and
Star Trek fans began to perceive themselves as a distinct
social group (much as US Trekkers had evolved a lineage
largely ignorant of the sf readership Gene Roddenberry had
once been so eager to please). Today, there are
conventions pretty much every fortnight, ranging from
comics to costuming, fanzines to filking, movies to manga.
Like I say, Eastercon remains the only event to attempt,
sometimes perhaps foolishly, to encapsulate all the tribes of
fandom. This year, the great gathering has assumed the
title of Helicon 11 and resumed the venue of Jersey's Hotel
de France for the weekend 29 March - 1 April. Guests will
include British author Brian Stableford, US author Harry
Turtledove and, good grief, the aforementioned Peter
Weston as fan guest (to mention his landmark 1970s
fanzine Speculation, administration of the 1979 UK
worldcon and doomed attempt to regalvanise the 1980s
Brum SF Group is but to scratch upon the surface of Peter's
legacy). Attending membership's £35.00; details from
www.smof.demon.co.uk or 33 Meyrick Drive, Wash
Common, Newbury, RG14 6SY.

Eastercons are chosen
two years in advance, so
we already know that
Seacon 03 has secured
the bid for 2003, for
Hinckley. Most bids these
days tend to be lastminute affairs, so it was
quite a surprise to hear that a contender has already
materialised for 2004 - and with not one, but two proposed
venues. Rather ingeniously, the crew of Concourse has
approached both the Radisson Edwardian in London and
the Blackpool Wintergardens, with the final choice
(assuming no one else comes forward) down to those
present in St Hellier. Further details can be obtained from
their website at WNW.eastercon.com/concourse.

r-J:,\----~

SFX, the self-proclaimed "world's

:EVENT :~i:~i~t; s~:;C~a~~ti~~ ~:.,~~~~~~

on 21-23 June, at Blackpool's
Norbreck Castle Hotel. Guests so
far confirmed (subject to work commitments) are James
Marsters (Buffy the Vampire Slayer), Andrew Robinson
(Hellraiser and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine) and Joe
Pantoliano (The Matrix), with the first 1000 ticket-holders
invited to the award ceremony on Saturday evening.
Membership for the full weekend costs £75.00; for further
details check out WNW.sfx.co.uk or call their order line on
01225788215.
Although widely anticipated, news that Birmingham's
Andromeda Science Fiction Bookshop will soon disappear
from the retail landscape has still been met with shock and
justified concern. The world's longest-established sf
emporium (and arguably the best-stocked), its impending
demise robs us both of an irreplacable resource, particularly
for the more obscure and rare, and an unique nexus
between the fannish and the commercial (it's impossible to
guess how many became entrapped in fandom's web by
innocently wandering through its doors). As I write this, the
first creditors' meeting is less than a week away; I just wish
I could hope to have better news for readers next issue.
There's even more startling news from the other side of the
Big Pond, where Ed Kramer, founding force behind
Georgia's massive Dragon·Con, is currently under house
arrest, accused of using the events to attract and seduce
underage fans. The case was due to open in early
February, but has been postponed due to administrative
problems affecting local courts. In the meantime, the
quagmire of rumour and counter-rumour threatens to
shatter relations between the convention's supporters
(among them author Nancy Coli ins, herself accused of
framing Kramer in hope of a spin-off book deal). Co-founder
Pat Henry, owner of the Titan Comics chain, told
creativeloafing.com he still stuck by his partner: Just
because we like to dress up and read science fiction doesn't
make us a bunch of perverts or freaks."
U

Sadly, Matrix deadlines mean MicroCon 2002 will be
ancient history by the time this column sees print, but that
doesn't preclude me plugging the other activities of the
Exeter University Science Fiction Society.
The group's president, Jo Foster, tells me: UWe meet in
Clydesdale House on campus at 8.00pm on Mondays, to
discuss all matters of sci-fi, fantasy, horror, cult, weird stuff,
etc. Anyone is welcome to come along - they can get in
touch with me on j.b.foster@exeter.ac.uk or on my mobile,
07968 398477. It isn't just students who turn up for
meetings, but some sci-fi fans from Exeter and the environs,
as well as past students and staff of the university."
As mentioned last issue, I'd like to cover more news from
local groups and conventions; please forward all snippets,
gossip and press releases to sfcheckpoint@yahoo.co.uk. If
you want to send along your newsletters, the address is 33
Scott Road, Olton, Solihull, B92 7LQ.
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-EVENTS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Future conventions and other gatherings
8-10 Mar 02· MeCoN V

4·6 Oct 02 • Conquest (media con)

5eriof Common Room, OueerI's UniYelSity of Belfast. Guests anoounced:
Ken Macleod. Mike CobIey. !an McOonaJd. David Wingrove. £15 reg 10 7
Mar 02. thef1 £11. Conlact 30 Beodigo SI, Belfast BT6 aGO.

Essex County Hotel,
£50 reg, £2OIday, £32 two days.
Contact 73 Bournemouth Pal1l Road, Southeod-On-Sea, Essex, SS2 SJ,J.
TeI: (01702) 469093.

Southend-On·su.

29 Mar - 1 Apr 02 - Helicon 2 (Eastercon)

19-20 Oct 02 - Octocon 2002 (Irish national con)

HOle! de France. SI Helier, Jersey. Guests 01 Honour. Brian StablefOfd.
Harry Turtledove & Peler Weslon. Membership £35, cheques payable to

Royal Marine Hotel,Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin. GoH China Mieville: many
other guests. 20 euros Irish cheques 10 'Qclocon' clo Yellow Brick Rd, 8
Bachelors Walk, Dublin I, Ireland: £15 sterling to 'Dave Laliy 12 A/C', clo
Dave Lally 64 Aichborne Terrace, London, SW8 lAX.

'Helicon 2'. Conlael: 33 Meyrick Drive, Wash Common, Newbury,
Berkshire. RG14 6SY; helicon20smof.demon.co.uk; www.smol.demon
.co.uklhelicoo2.htm

6-7 Apr 02 • Unconventlon 2002 (Forteana)
Commonwealth Inst. S.Kensington, London. Contact information al
www.lOl1eantimes.com. Featuring 'The WOl1d's Most FOfIean Ob;ect Rev
lionelFanlhofpe'.

13 Apr 02 - Signs of Life (BSFAlSFF one-off event)
Friends House, Euslorl Rd, London. Free event lOam-Spm. GoH M.John
Harrison. Gwynelh Jones. Including BSFA AGM (pre-lunch) and SF
Foundalioo AGM (end of day). 'Thrilling' • AnsibIe.

3-6 May 02 - Damn Fine Convention (Twin Peaks theme)
Sheppenon Moat House Hotel, Shepperton, Surrey. Guests 01 Honour
rumoure<!to be CoIin Odell and Mltch Le Blanc. £20 registration until 1st
December 2001 (Iree for Norwegians resident in Norwayl). Cheques
(made payable 10 'Damn Fine Convention') to: DFC, 37 Keens Road,
Croydon, Surrey, CRO I AH. Rooms £30ppn twin or double, £4Oppn single.
Conlacl: inroOdamnfineconvention.Ofg.uk: _.damntineconvention_org.lM

12 May 02 - Fantasy Fair
10th anniversary evenl Cressel Exhibition Centre, Brenon, Peterborough.
Contact 014n 534626

18 May 02 - Arthur C. Clarke Award.
Science Museum. Kensington. London by invitahon, from 6:30pm.
However, panels elc arranged by Pat Cadigan, 2pm-6pm, admission free
to all.

28th - 30th June - Science Fiction Research Association
Conference.
New Lanark, SCotland.Guest Authors: Paul McAuley, Pat Cadigan, Ken
MacLeod.Keynole Speaker: Andy Sawyer (Science Fiction Colieclion,
University 01 Liverpool). Booking torm: hnp:lfwww.sfra.orglslra2oo2.htm

25-28 Oct 02 Cult TV 2002
Southport Theatre and Aoral Hall Complex. Merseyside, UK. Various
guests, including Terry Jones. Contact PO Box 1701, Pelerborough. PE7
lEA.

31 Oct-3 Nov 02 World Fantasy Convention 2002
Hilton Minneapois and Towers, Minneapolis. MN. Guests of Honour.
Deoois EIchison, Jonalhan Carroll, Kalhe Koja. Stephen Jones, Dave
McKean_ Membership: $100 to 4111101, then more. Inlo: World Fantasy
Convention, clo DreamHaven Books, 912 West lake Street MJnneapolls,
MN 55408. wfcOdreamhavenbooks.com, www.dreamhavenbooksl
wfc.html

1-3 Nov 02 - Novacon 32
Qualify Holel, Bentley, Walsali (as in 2001), GoH lan McDonald, £32 rag to
Easter, then £35 to 20 Qct 02. and £40 at door. Contacl379 Myr1le Road,
Sheffield,S23HQ.

5-6 July 03· ConStruction (Convention running con)
Cardiff.. lnlo: ConStruction, 37 St Peters Slreel, Duxford. Cambridgeshire,
CB2 4AP, ConStructionODragonEvents.ifd.uk, www.DragonEvents.hd.uk

18-21 Apr 03 - Seacon '03 (Eastercon)
Venue confirmed as the HaIlOVef Internalional Hotel, Hinddey, LeICS
(same as 2001 Easter event). Guests of honour: Chlis Baker, Chris Evans,
Mary Genlle. Contact 8 The Orchard, TonweIl, Herts, SG120HR.

28 Aug-1 Sep 03 - Torcon 3IWorldcon 61
Melro Toronto Convention Centre, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Canada.
Guests 01 Honour; George A. A. Martin, Frank Kelly Freas, Mike Glyur.
Membership: C$2OO. Inlo: Torcon 3. Box 3. Stalion A, Toronto, Ontario,
M5W lA2. Canada, infoOtorcon3.on.ca, www.torCOfl3.on.ca

2-6 Sep 04 • Noreascon 4 (62nd Wortdcon)
2-7 Jul 02 - Eurocon 2002
Cholebor, Czedt Republic. GoH G.R.R.Martin, K.BuIyooY, R.HoIdstock,
A.5apkowsld. others TBA. $201$25 (US dollars) regislration. Conlact
avaIconOavalcon.cz;.www.eurocon2OO2.scifi.cz

Boston, Mass. Guest of Honour. Terry Pratchelt, William Tenn, (Ian) Jack
Spear and Peter Weston. $100 reg to 31 Dec. $60 lor site selection voters,
$35 supp_ Mastercard and Visa accepted. Contact PO Box 1010,
Framingham, MA01701. USA.

9-11 Aug 02 - ConteXXt (Unicon 20)
u!Wefsity cl Gloucestershire. Guest of Honour: Keith 8«:x:Jl(e. £25 reg, £15
concessions, small children £ 1. Contact 17 Cow lane, DidcoI:, Oxon, OX 11

7SZ.

16-19 Aug 02 - Oiscworld Convention 2002
Hinckley, Leicestershire. Guest of Honour: Terry Pratchelt. Guests:
Stephen Briggs, Paul Kidby, Dave Langford and more. No memberships
aher 1617102, Contact: SAE to The Discworld Convention 2002. 23 Medora
Road. Romlord, Essex, RM7 7EP: in!oOdwcon.org: www.dwcon.org

29 Aug-2 Sep 02 - ConJose (60th Worldcon)
McEnery Convention Canter, san Jose. Calilornia. Guests of Honour.
Vemor Vinge, Dam Cherry. Bjo & Dam Trimble, Ferdinand Feghoot.
Toastmaster. Tad Winiams. Membership: Now $1801£125 reg. Contact: PO
Box 61363, Soonyvale, CA 94088-4128, USA, inloOconjose.org,
www.con;ose.org; UK Agents: 52 Westboume Terrace, Reading, RG30
2RP:www.slsle.orgIwoi1dc:onI
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Note
Always include a stamped self-addressed envelope
when contacting conventions by post.
Please mention Matrix when responding.
We do our best to ensure the accuracy 01 this
information but always check. Never make a joumey 10
a convention without enquiring first.
Please forward updates, corrections and any information on
new events to the main editorial address.

-GROUPS
Locaf groups and other gatherings of tans and writers
Belfast Science Fiction Group

London Circle

Altemale Thursdays, 8:30pm al the Monico Bars, Rosemary Street.
Bet/asl. Contact Eugene Ooherty; 02890 208405: IinmanOIechn060gist
.com; www.terraccn3000.org.ukfslgroup.htm

First Thursday 01 each month trom around 5:00pm al the Florence
Nightingale ('Dead Nurse'), on the Westminster Bridge RoadIYor1I Road
roundabout. Watel100l Westminsler tube.

Birmingham: Brum SF Group
Second Friday of the month on the second floor of the Bntannia Holel, New
SI. Membership is £l5/year. Conlact Martin Tudor. 24Ravensboume
Grove, oH C\arkes Lane, Willenhall, W. Midlands WW13 lHX.
bslgObortas.demon.co.uk

Cambridge SF Group
Second Monday of the month in The Cambridge Blue, Gwydir Street,
Cambridge.

Cardiff SF Group
First Tuesday of the month 7:30pm in Wellington's Cale Bar, 42 The
Hayes, Cardiff.

Manchester: FONT
FONT meets on the second and fourth Thursday of the mon1tI al The
Goose on Piccadilly from about 8.3Opm onwards. Contact Mike Don on
0161 2262980.

North Oxford
Last Thursday of the month at The Plough, Wolvercote from 7:30pm.
Irregular and just slarting, so contact Sieve and Vikki on 01865 371734 or
peverelOaol.com lor details.

Norwich Science Fiction Group
Second & 'ourth Wednesdays trom 8:00pm al the Cellar Bar, Ribs of Bee',
Fye Bridge, Norwich. Contact 01603 4771 04; NSFG@cwcom.net

Colchester SF/FlHorror Group

Peterborough SF Group

Third saturday 01 the month aI12:30pm in The Playhouse pub, SI John's
Street. Coolad Des Lewis 01255 812119

First Wednesdays at the Bluebell Inn. Oogsthorpe and third Wednesdays
in the Great Northern Holel, owosite station Contact Pele on 01733
370542.

The Croydon SF Group
Second Tuesday of the month. 8pm in The Dog and Bu., Surrey Slreet (by
the markel), Croydon, Surrey. We are somel~s upstairs or out in the
garden. Conlaet Robert Newman on 020 8686 6800.

Glasgow SFIF Writers' Circle
Alternate Tuesdays at 8:00pm , The Conference Room, Borders
Bookstore, 8uctIanan Street. Glasgow (actual dales are publicised in
Borders' events guide, available in store, or ask allhe Information Desk).
AI genres and standards of proficiency welcome. Contact: Naif WilIlamson
0141353 2649, or e-mal: neilwiliamsonObtlfllemel.com

Hull SF Group
5econcI and Fourth Tuesdays, 8.30 10 lO:3Opm at The New Clarence,

Chanes Slreet, Hull. Contact Carol & Steve on 01482 494045 or Dave and
Estelle on 01482 444291. Please note thatlhe pub room is not always
available so it you inlend to come along, please phone first 10 check on
venue, or see: www.mjckeh.demon.co.uk/tlulls'.htm tor the current list of
events.

London BSFA meetings
Fourth Wednesday 0' the month (except December) from 7:00pm at the
Rising Sun, Cloth Fair (off long lane), EC1, BarbicanlFarringdon tube.
Check Ans/ble for details and guests, or organiser, Paul Hood on 020 8333
6670; pautOauden.clemon.co_uk

-NOTICES
Notices are free for alf BSFA members •• please forward
to main editorial address

For sale
Jnterzone issues #23 (Spring 1988) • #41 (Nov 1990)
inclusive. All 19 magazine are in good condition, Will
accept £25 the lot. (If buyer is in the UK, I will pay the p &
p). Contact: Barbara Davies, 4 Murvagh Close,
Cheltenham,
Glos,
Gl53
70Y.
(email
bhdavies@cheltenham1.demon, co.uk)

Portsmouth/South Hants SF Group
5econd and tourth Tuesdays allhe Magpie, Fralton Road. Portsmouth.

Reading SF Group
Now meets every week in the Monl(s Retreat, Friar SI, Reading. The usual
time will be from 9:00pm (probably later in practice), but every third
Monday will be from 7:30pm. Some people may decide to meet at the
earlier time every week,
contad:RSFGOonefislcom

but

this

is

no1

otlicial.

For

details

Southampton: Solent Green
Every third Thursday, 7:00pm, al The Duke of Wellington, Bugle Street,
Contact Malt 01703 577113 werkhausOlcp.co.uk

Walsall SF Group
First Saturday 01 every month at 2:00pm in the
Cenlral Library, Lichfield Street, Walsall.
walsalLstl [LInk gives a 'The page cannot be
sotrntOne from this group get In touch and
elt/st·Ed]

Meeting Room of Watsall
hnp:llmembers.nbci.coml
found" message· could
let us know If they sflll

Please forward updates, corrections and any information
and gatherings to the main editorial address.

Otl

new groups

-SIG-------All C 2002 contributors, uncredited C 2002 Gary Wilkinson
Thanks to all contributors, Carol Ann Kerry Green & SIeve
Jeffery
Picture Credits:
p19 clo Elizabeth Billinger
Cover and other art, Gary WHkinson

Wanted
Reading copies of the The Silent Sky, The Angry Espers
and This Darkening Universe, all by lIoyd Biggle Jr. Offers,
please, to John Ollis, 49leighlon Road, Corby, NN18 OSD

MATRIX

#15423

-Jo's TIMEWASTERS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Competition 154

THE ENID OF ETERNITY
Noddy creator achieves immortality and Big-Ears rules the
Universe
THE ENT OF ETERNITY
More tales of Middle Earth
THE EO OF ETERNITY
Gary Wilkinson's wildest nightmares come true.
Three examples of what's required based on the novel The

End Of Eternity, the first adds one letter, the second
changes one, the third deletes a letter. For each new lille
add up 10 12 words about the contents. Prize to best single

title change (the new tille should make sense) plus
description. Use any sf title as base such as Red Mars (Red

Marsh, Red Mass, Red Mrs). Entries to John 011 is, 49
Leighlon Road, Corby, NN18 050, by May 20, please.

[Please note that from now on the prize has been increased
to £10, so no excuse not to enter! -Ea]

-

MINI· COMPETITION-

What's this?
This myslery piclure
is loosely related to
one of the articles,
news
stories
or
reviews in this issue.
A prize of a book
(from the soon 10 be
famous Matrix Pile of
Freebies) for the
nearest answer and
one for the most
humours. Answers to the main editorial address

Results of competition 152
And now for something completely different-David
Langford did not win: the poor old boy, totally drained by
recent efforts, did not even enter. Getting only 10 and 26
wrong, plus some dubious half-answers, the winner is Flick.

1. Noel.
2. A philosopher and writer of Where God Went Wrong
and other blockbusters.
3. Susan Sheridan (radio); Sandra Oickinson (TV).
4. Tricia McMillan.
5. Paul Neil Milne Johnson (radio); Paula Nancy Millstone
Jennings (book).
6. The Amalgamated Union of Philosophers, Sages,
Luminaries and other Professional Thinking Persons.
7. Jay Roach
8. Surprise, surprise - the script was late.
9. A small planet in the Betelgeuse region.
10. The audience wouldn't know which speaker the joke
was going 10 come from.
11. The Pan-Galactic Gargle Blaster.
12. True, staged by Ken Campbell.
13. Feeds on brain-wave energy and translates any
language into your own if you insert one into your ear.
14. Sue Freestone of Ed Victor Ltd.
15. Sings 'You'll Never Walk Alone'.
16. No Sex, Please, We're Amoeboid Zingatularians.
17. Cambridge University Footlights.
18. Fjords.
19. Don't panic.
20. The Sirius Cybernetic Corporation Complaints Division
21. 53 More Things To Do In Zero Gravity
22.42.
23. Stick your finger down his throat.
24. The Restaurant at the End of the Universe.
25. Griff Ahys-Jones (Noel Edmunds ;s not a comedian but
a clown).
26. Cyber Spice

-LOC AND L O A D - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Letters received. Please forward all comments etc to the main editorial address marked 'For Publication'. Letters may be edited.
Best letter will be awarded a prize.
First off is a Jeller from the BSFA's president
Sir Arthur C. Clarke commenting on the
editorial in Matrix #152 that cJamed that Tom
Clancy might have been a more predictive
write regarding the September 11 tragedy:

I think I beatClancy· I gave the actual date on
p1 01 Rama. back in 1973
He also supplied to us the relevant passage
from Rendezvous with Rama:
"At 0946 GMT on the morning of September
11 in the exceptionally beautiful summer 01 the
year 2077, most of the inhabitants of Europe
saw a dazzling fireball appear in the eastern
sky. Within seconds it was brighter than the
Sun, and as it moved across the heavens ·at
lirst in ulter silence· it lett behind it a churning
column of dust and smoke:
We also heard from Vaughan Stanger re
magazine
column

Glenda
Pringle's
PULPutations:

23+ 1

MATRIX #154

On page 3. you announce the demise ot
Aboriginal Science Fiction. .. On page 12.
Glenda Pringle gets nostalg;c about an elder1y
copy 01 F&SF... Glenda's article was an
enjoyable read, but I'd much rather
PULPitations was devoted to reviewing current
sf magazines. They need all the support they
can get. If publishers are not sending review
copies to the BSFA, that's short·sighted ot
them. but I'd like to see Matrix take a more
pro·activeapproach. Best wishes lor 2002.
Glena Prlngle replies:
Vaughan is right insofar as I don't get copies
01 the latest magazines apart from those I
subscribe to and the two exceptions 01
Spectrum SF and Scherezade which the
editors generously send me gratis. I have
requested review copies in the past trom
various magazines with mixed results usually
01 the 'ignored' variety. Unfortunately. the
number 01 magazines Ican afford to subscribe

to has dropped dramatically in the past couple
olyearsasl now work at hOme as a treelancer
and no long have a glamorous high-paying
(ha!) publishing job. Therelore, I'm the lirst to
admit that I am not in touch with the 'latesl'
goings-on in the world of SF magazines. But I
am also, as I pointed out in the last column,
not happy just doing reviews
Fine by us Glenda (unless you think
different.. .) So come on magazine editors
send them in if you want to get a review! And
that goes for anybody else who wants to send
us stuff to look at or to add to the Matrix PiJe of
Freebies.
Vaughn gets a free copy of Stephen Baxter's
Omegatropic for the best /aller. See no excuse
for nor writing - you can even win when you're
complaining!

